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The main object of this paper is to discuss some basic operations 
in the Hilbert space La and in related Sobolev spaces by using only 
concepts of distribution theory without referring to Lebesgue integration. 
Special emphasis will be put on those aspects of the theory which seem 
to be relevant for applications to partial differential equations and 
spectral analysis of differential operators. 
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0. NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS 
Let R,, = (x = (xl ,..., x,J : xi real} be the Euclidean n-space, topologized 
as usual by the inner product x *y = xoI + a** + x,,y,, and the related 
norm 1x1 =(xle+**.+x,) s lla. For every A C R,, we denote the interior, 
the closure, and the boundary of A by int A, A, and aA, respectively. C(A) 
* This work was sponsored by the Mathematics Research Center, United States 
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denotes the set of all complex-valued continuous functions defined on 
A. C(A) is a linear space if the linear operations are defined by 
(u + w) (x) = u(x) + $4 and (4 (4 = “U(x)* 
We shall consider the following linear subspaces of C(A): (i) the set C,(A) of 
all bounded u E C(A), (ii) the set C,,(A) of all u E C(R,) such that the support 
of u, supp u = {x E R, : u(x) # 0}, is bounded and contained in A, (iii) the 
set @$4) (m = 0, l,..., co) of all u E C(A) such that every derivative 
w-w ..a (a/ax,,)p” u of order p, + *.* + p,, < m exists and is continuous 
in int A, and can be continuously extended to A, (iv) the set Cbm(A) of all 
u E Cm(A) such that every derivative of order p, + a.* + p, < m is bounded 
in int A, and (v) the set Corn(A) = C,,(A) n P(A). 
Throughout this paper B, Q’, 9, ,... denote nonvoid open subsets of R, . 
We use the inclusion D C C Q’ if .Q and s2’ are open, 52 is bounded and 
a C Q. Note that 9 C C 9’ implies that 
dist(Q, KY) = Inf{/ x - x’ 1 , x E 0, x’ E Q’} > 0. 
All integrations are understood in the Riemann sense and performed over the 
whole n-space R, if the domain of integration is not specified otherwise. 
1. INTR~DUC-~ION 
Consider a nonvoid open set 0 C R,, and let C,(Q) be defined as above 
We introduce the inner product 
(f*g) = /ffdx 
for f, g E C,,(Q) and the related norm 
Ilf II = (f,f v2 = [/ If I2 q2. 
(1.1) 
(14 
As simple examples show, C,(Q) is not complete with respect to the 
norm (1.2). 
In order to apply methods of abstract Hilbert space theory to problems 
in analysis, it is desirable to extend the inner product space C,,(Q) to a 
suitable Hilbert space. Such an extension can be obtained in several ways, 
for example, by using Cantor’s method of Cauchy sequences. However, for 
the purposes of analysis it is essential to choose the completion of C,,(Q) so 
that the main operations of classical analysis such as integration, diierentia- 
tion, and Fourier transform can be extended to the corresponding complete 
space. The classical way of providing such an extension of C&2) consists 
in introducing the Hilbert space L,(G) of all equivalence classes of square- 
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integrable functions in the sense of Lebesgue where two functions are defined 
to be equivalent whenever they differ only on a set of Lebesgue measure zero. 
By using Lebesgue’s theory of integration, the basic operations of analysis 
can be performed in this space. The combination of Hilbert space methods 
with techniques of classical analysis has been shown to be very useful. As 
two major applications we mention the spectral theory for ordinary and partial 
differential operators and the method of orthogonal projection (also known as 
La-method) for solving boundary value problems for partial differential 
equations. Most of the extensive literature on these subjects makes relevant 
use of Lebesgue’s integration theory. 
In several recent papers a strong tendency is visible to reduce the references 
to classical Lebesgue theory by employing a more abstract point of view. 
As an example, we refer to lecture notes of P. D. Lax on the theory of func- 
tions of a real variable [3] where the space L, is introduced as the Cauchy 
completion of the space of continuous functions with respect o the p-norm. 
Lax points out that several properties of the space L, can be discussed on this 
basis without using Lebesgue integration and introduces the concept of the 
Lebesgue integral at a later stage. 
In this paper we discuss a similar approach to the theory of the Hilbert 
space L,(Q) which is based on elementary concepts of L. Schwartz’s theory 
of distributions [6] and does not require Lebesgue’s theory of measure and 
integration. Let us recall that a distribution in .Q is defined as a linear func- 
tional on C,“o(sZ) satisfying a certain continuity property. Our starting point 
is the remark that every Lebesgue-integrable function u defines a distribution 
F, in the sense of L. Schwartz by 
(1.3) 
where the integral is interpreted in Lebesgue’s sense. Two Lebesgue- 
integrable functions define the same linear functional by (1.3) if and only if 
they differ only on a set of Lebesgue measure zero. This implies that (1.3) 
yields a one-to-one linear mapping of the space L,(Q) of all equivalence 
classes of square-integrable functions into the linear space D’(Q) of all 
distributions in $2. By identifying the equivalence class u of ?I with the func- 
tional F, defined by (1.3), L,(Q) can be considered as a subspace of D’(Q). 
As shown by L. Schwartz [6], the main operations of classical calculus can be 
extended to D’(Q) in a very natural and elementary way. This suggests that 
it ought to be feasible to define and to discuss the basic operations in the 
Hilbert space L,(Q) by using the corresponding definitions of distribution 
theory. For this point of view which will be adopted throughout this paper 
it is essential that those distributions which correspond to L,-functions by 
(1.3) can be characterized without using Lebesgue integration. For example, 
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it is easy to show that the distributions generated by Ls-functions are identical 
with those linear functionals on C,,m(Q) which are bounded with respect to the 
norm (1.2). This observation furnishes the basis of the approach used in this 
paper. 
In the next section we shall introduce L,(Q) as the conjugate space of the 
linear space C,m(Q) normed by (1.2). It follows immediately that L2(Q) is 
complete with respect to the norm 
IIF II = Sup{/ &J I : 9, E C,YQ), II V/I = 11. 
A simple application of the representation theorem of Riesz for bounded 
linear functionals in a Hilbert space shows that the norm (1.4) can be gener- 
ated by an inner product and that the set of linear functionals defined for 
functions u E C,,m(Q) by means of formula (1.3) is dense in L,(Q). This 
verifies that the space L2(Q) defined in Section 2 is isometric to the classical 
space L,(Q). 
In the remaining sections we shall discuss the main operations of the 
La-calculus such as differentiation, integration, multiplication, Fourier series 
expansion, Fourier transform, translation, change of variables, approximation 
by smooth functions, and imbedding of Sobolev spaces, by using definitions 
suggested by distribution theory. We intend to carry the analysis to a point 
which allows us to discuss the standard applications to partial differential 
equations and spectral theory. In subsequent papers we plan to discuss some 
of these applications by using the concepts developed in this paper. 
We emphasize that most of the material covered in this paper is well- 
known in the usual framework of Lebesgue’s theory. Our principal aim is not 
to add new results to the classical theory of Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces, 
but to introduce a new method of presentation which replaces the use of 
Lebesgue’s measure and integration theory completely by functional-analytical 
and distribution-theoretical considerations. We have the feeling that the 
approach discussed here adds to the transparency of the theory and simplifies 
several applications to problems in partial differential equations and spectral 
theory. In view of future references we found it convenient to give a self- 
contained representation which uses only elementary (pre-Lebesgue) calculus 
and standard theorems of Hilbert space theory. In particular, we have also 
included those parts of the proofs which are related to familiar arguments in 
the classical approach. We refer to the first chapters of [l] and [8] for the 
theory of Sobolev spaces on the basis of Lebesgue’s integration theory. A brief 
introduction to the terminology and the principal results of distribution 
theory is given in the first chapter of [2]. 
The methods of this paper can be used for a similar discussion of the 
theory of L,-spaces. For example, the space L,(Q), 1 <p < CO, can be 
introduced as the conjugate of Csm(sZ) with respect to the q-norm where 
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l/p + l/q = 1. However, in view of the applications to partial differential 
equations which usually require only the consideration of Hilbert spaces, we 
have restricted our analysis to the space L,(Q) and the related Sobolev spaces. 
Extensions to L,-spaces and applications to the Fourier-transform in 
L,(- co, co) will be discussed in [9]. 
As pointed out in the introduction, we introduce the space L,(Q) as the 
conjugate of the linear space C,,m(Q) normed by (1.2): 
DEFINITION 2.1. L&2) is the linear space of all complex-valued linear 
functionals F on COa(Q) such that 
IIFII = Sup{1 J’v I : YJ E C,,=‘(Q)> II I II = 11 < ~0, (2.1) 
with the linear operations defined aa usual by 
(4 + F,) P = F,p, + F,v, (cF) v = cFP. (2.2) 
Every element of L,(Q) is called a La-functional. 
L&2) is a normed linear space with the norm (2.1). As a conjugate of a 
normed linear space, L,(Q) is complete. In fact, if {Fk} is a sequence of L,- 
functionals with 11 F, - Fk II-+ 0 asj, K -+ oc), then the functional F defined by 
Fs, = fi+z Fkq (2.3) 
belongs also to L,(Q) and satisfies )I F, -F II--+ 0 as j + 00. 
We show that COm(Q) can be considered as a subspace of L.&I). For every 
# E COm(Q) consider the linear functional F+ defined by 
F&P,= v!h s 
for 9J E Corn(Q). (2.4) 
By Schwarz’s inequality, we obtain 1 F&p, I < II IJI II * II $11 and hence F* E L,(Q) 
and II F6 II < II 4 II . By setting 4p = $/II # 11 in (2.4), it follows that 11 F& I( = 11 I/ 11. 
In particular, F* = 0 implies # = 0. This shows that $ -+ F& is a one-to-one, 
linear, isometric mapping from C,,m(Q) into La(Q). This remark enables us to 
identify every # E Cam(Q) with the linear functional F* defined by (2.4). 
Thus, C,,m(Q) can be considered as a subspace of L,(Q). In the sequel we 
shall replace Fti by t/ whenever it is convenient. In particular, we shall write 
F-# and /lF-ySII forFEL@) and I/EC~~(Q) instead ofF-F* and 
IIF--till. 
To show that COm(Q) is dense in L,(Q), we introduce the linear space 
Cs~(Q) consisting of all La-functionals F with the property that a sequence 
{fk} in C0a(Q) exists such that )I F - fk (I-+ 0 as K + co. We show: 
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LEMMA 2.1. Caa(ln) is complete. 
PROOF. Consider a sequence {Fk} in Csa(Q) such that li.F,. - Fk II--+ 0 
as j, k -+ co. By definition of C,“o(Q), we can choose functions fk E CoQ(sZ) 
such that 11 Fk - fk I( < l/k for every K. By the triangle inequality, 
llf~-fxll~lI~~-~~ll+~+~--~ as j,k-tm. (2.5) 
Hence the sequence {fk) is convergent in L&2). Since L,(Q) is complete, 
there exists a F EL&J) such that 11 F - fk /I + 0 as k -+ co. By definition of 
CO~(Q), F belongs to COm(Q). A second application of the triangle inequality 
yields 
llF-FkII <IIF-fkll +i+-O as k-co, (2.6) 
which proves the completeness of C0a(J2). 
Since C,,@+J) is dense in Csm(Q), the inner product in C,a(Q) defined 
by (1.1) can be extended to C,,Q(Q). In fact, assume that F and G 
belong to C,,OD(Jz) and that { fk} and {gk} are sequences in Cam(S) converging 
to F and G, respectively. Then an inner product (F, G) can be defined by 
(F, G) = kz(fk, &c) = &J /fk *Ek dx (2.7) 
The limit on the right-hand side exists since, by Schwarz’s inequality, 
I(fk,gk)-(fj,&‘)I ~IIfk-fiII’IIgkII+IIfiIl’(jgk-giII~O 
as k,j+ co. 
Assume that the sequences { fi> and (g;} in C,,m(Q) also converge to F and G, 
respectively. Then I/ fk - fi II + 0 and 11 gk -g,’ I( -+ 0 as k -+ co. Hence, 
I(fk,gk)-(f;,g;)I ~lIf~-fklI(‘IIgkI/+Ilfkl/I’I~gk-gkl//-)” 
as k-co. 
This shows that the limit (2.7) is independent of the special choice of the 
sequences { fk} and {g k converging to F and G. Thus, the product definition } 
(2.7) is justified for F, GE Corn@). 
We show that the norm (2.1) and the product (2.7) are related by 
II F II = (F, FY for FE Corn(Q). (2.8) 
Choose a sequence { fk} in C,,m(Sa) with I/F - fk I/ -+ 0 as k -+ 00. The 
triangle inequality implies 1) fk II+ \I F )I as k -+ co. On the other hand, (2.7) 
shows that 11 fk II2 = ( fk , fh) + (F, F) as k -+ co. In particular, (F, F) = 0 
implies F = 0. The remaining properties required for an inner product 
follow from (2.7). 
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Relation (2.8) says that, for elements of C,,~(sZ), the norm (2.1) is gener- 
ated by the inner product (2.7). Since Csm(Q) is complete with respect to 
the norm (2.1) by Lemma 2.1, it follows that Com(s2) is a Hilbert space 
with the inner product (2.7). 
After these preparations we show: 
LEMMA 2.2. 
L,(O) = coya). 
PROOF. Assume that F belongs to L,(Q), i.e., that F is a bounded linear 
functional on the linear space Csa(Q) normed by (1.2). Since Csa(Q) is dense 
in Csm(ln), F can be extended to a bounded linear functional on COa(Q), by 
setting 
FG = ji+i Fgk (2*9) 
where G E Csa(Q), g, E Csa(s)) and jl G - g, II--+ 0 as K + co. Note that, by 
(2.1), the limit in (2.9) exists and is independent of the special choice of the 
sequence {gE> converging to G. 
Since m is a Hilbert space, the theorem of F. Riesz on the representa- 
tion of bounded linear functionals implies that a functional HE C,,~(Q) 
exists such that 
FG = (G, H) for every G E C,=‘(f2). (2.10) 
By definition of Cs”(sl), a sequence {h,} exists in Csm(Q) such that 
11 H - h, II+ 0 as k -+ CO. By the continuity of the inner product, which 
follows immediately from Schwarz’s inequality, and by (2.10), we obtain 
F9, = (TJ, ff) = ;+&b> 4 (2.11) 
for every q E Csm(Q). Hence 
qin$~h,-hhi~~+O as j+oo. -a 
This proves that F is the limit of the sequence {I&} in Csa(Q) and hence 
belongs to C,~(Q). This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
Lemma 2.2 shows that L,(O) is a Hilbert space and that C,a(.Q) is a dense 
linear subspace of L,(Q). We collect the main results of our analysis in the 
following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. By identifying the function ‘p of Corn(Q) with the fun&ma1 
F, dejined by (2.4), the linear space CO*(Q) twrmed by (1.2) is isometrically 
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&bedded into the linear space L,(Q) introduced by Definition 2.1 and normed 
b P-1). Corn(Q) is a dense subspace of L,(Q) with respect to the norm (2.1). An 
inner product can be introduced in L&J) by formula (2.7) where fk , g, E C,,m(i2) 
a~d//~-ff,ll-tO,/IG-g~/I-tO as k---f 00. L,(Q) is a Hilbert space with 
respect to this inner product. The norm (2.1) and the inner product (2.7) are 
related by formula (2.8). 
Theorem 2.1 says that L,(Q) is the completion of the inner product space 
Cam(Q). This implies, by familiar results of Lebesgue theory, that L,(Q) 
is isometric to the classical space of equivalence classes of square-integrable 
functions in the sense of Lebesgue. 
As a simple corollary of Theorem 2.1, we obtain: 
LEMMA 2.3. For every F E L,(Q) and every q E C,*(Q), the relation 
holds. 
Fqp = (F, 9) (2.12) 
In fact, by Theorem 2.1 a sequence { fk> exists in Cam(Q) such that 
/IF - fk 1) -+ 0 as k -+ co. Hence we obtain, by (1.1) and the continuity of 
the inner product, 
As the next step of our analysis, we discuss the imbedding of continuous 
functions in L&Q). We say that a function u E C(Q) belongs to L,(Q) if the 
functional F, defined by (1.3) belongs to L,(Q). If u E C(Q) n L,(Q) in this 
sense, then the values U(X) of u at all points x E Q are uniquely determined by 
the functional F, as the following Lemma shows: 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume that u E C(Q) and that 
F,g, = 
s 
q dx = 0 for every 9J E c,vJ)~ 
Then u(x) = 0 for every x E Q. 
PROOF. Choose a function h such that 
h E GV,), supp h = (x : 1 x 1 < l}, h 200, s 
h dx = 1. (2.13) 
For example, the function 
cel/~lzlz-l) 
44 = lo 
for 1x1 <l, 
for 1x1 >,I 
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has, for suitable c, the required properties. Consider a point x,, E Q. Since 
9 is open, we can choose a 6, > 0 such that the ball (X : ) x - z,, 1 < S,} is 
contained in 0. If 6 < So, the function 
h,(x) = ;h (T) (2.15) 
belongs to C,,a(D). By setting x = x0 + 6y, we obtain 
+ u(xJ h(y) dy = 24(x0) 
f 
as S + 0 
and hence u(x,,) = 0 since F,,hd = 0 for 0 < 6 < 6, . This concludes the 
proof of Lemma 2.4. 
Lemma 2.4 enables us to identify each function u E C(Q) n L,(Q) with 
the corresponding functional F, . In particular, we set 11 n (1 = 1) F, 11 and 
(u, 4 = (Fu , F,) if U, er E C(G) n L,(Q). As an example we evaluate (u, w) 
for U, w E C,,(Q). For this purpose we choose sequences {~lc>, {wk) in Cam(Q) 
such that 
I 
/u-u~~adx+o, 
f Iv- 
w,]2dx--+O as k-+03. (2.16) 
A sequence (uk} with this property can be obtained in the following way. Set 
%(X) = k” j- u(Y) WY - xl> dY = 1 u (x + 5) h(y) dY (2.17) 
where h is a function with the properties (2.13). Since u E C,,(Q), we have 
S = dist(supp U, a@ > 0. Clearly uk belongs to C,,?J2) if k > l/S. Since 
%(x) - 44 = j[u (x + 5) -u(x)] h(y) dy, (2.18) 
{uk) converges uniformly to u as k -+ co. This implies the first limit relation 
in (2.16) since supp u and supp uk are contained in the bounded set 
(x : dist(x, supp U) < l}. 
By (2.16) and Schwarz’s inequality we obtain for every p E Cam(Q) with 
II 9J II = 1 
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and hence jJ F,, - uk II--+ 0 as k --+ CD. In the same way we conclude that 
j/F, - ok (I-+ 0 as k -+ co. This implies, by the definition of the inner 
product in (2.7) and Schwarz’s inequality, that 
(u, v) = (FU , F,) = lim(ulc, qJ = $2 j u,& dx = j uedx. (2.19) 
In particular, we obtain for u E C,(Q) 
)I u 1) = (u, u)W = [$ j u j2 dx]“‘. (2.20) 
Thus we have proved: 
LEMMA 2.5. C,(Q) is a linear subspace of C(Q) n L2(J2). Furthermore, the 
inner product of two functions u, w E C&2) is given by 
(u, o) = (F, , F,) = 1 u@ dx. (2.21) 
A similar result holds for all functions u, v which can be approximated by 
sequences (uk} and (Q} in COm(Q) in the sense of (2.16). In particular, it is 
possible to replace C&2) by C(0) if Sz is bounded and the bouna%ry of 52 is 
su@%ntly smooth so as to permit Riemunn integration over 9. 
It is easy to verify that every F E L,(Q) is a distribution in Q in the sense of 
L. Schwartz. Consider a sequence {vk} in C,-,w(Q) such that (i) the supports 
of all functions vn are contained in a fixed compact subset of 8, (ii) yx and all 
derivatives of vPk converge uniformly to zero as k + 00. A linear functional F 
on Cea(Q) is a distribution if F~JI~ -+ 0 as k -+ co for every sequence {TV} 
satisfying (i) and (ii). Properties (i) and (ii) imply that 11 qr (I--+ 0 as k -+ 0~). 
Since 1 Fqz~~ ) 9 11 F II -11 ‘plc (1 for every F E L,(Q), we conclude that Fq, + 0 
as k -+ 0~. Hence every functional F EL~(S;Z) is a distribution. In particular, 
all operations which are considered in the theory of distributions can be 
specialized to L,-functionals. This remark motivates the analysis carried out 
in the following sections. 
We conclude this section with some remarks on the relations between the 
spaces L,(O) and L,(Q) where Q and Sz’ are two open subsets of R, with 
J2 C Q’. If F ELM, then the restriction Fr of the functional F to Csa(sZ) 
defined by 
FrV = Fq for v E Corn(Q) (2.22) 
belongs to L,(Q), and (2.1) implies that 
(2.23) 
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On the other hand, every functional F E L,(Q) can be extended to a functional 
F* E L&2') by the following procedure: Choose a sequence {fk} in C,,m(Q) 
such that 11 F - fk (I--+ 0 as K -+ co and set 
F*q, = $+z s f,cp, dx for ql E c,yQ). (2.24) 
By Schwarz’s inequality, the limit (2.24) exists and is independent of the 
special sequence (fJ used for the approximation of F. Furthermore, we 
have for p E C,,“(Q’) and 11 v 11 = 1 
and hence 
II F* - f, IIL~w) - 0 as j- w. 
This implies F* E L2(Q') and 
II F* lk 2 m = lim II fk II = II F Ilium . k-w 
By (2.24) we have F*g, = F~I if q E Coa(Q) and hence 
(F*)T =F. 
j3 w 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
We call F* the norm-invariant extension of F to L&Y). The mapping F -+ F* 
corresponds to the extension of a square-integrable function u, defined in 
9, to Q’ by setting U(X) = 0 if x E 0’ - Q. 
3. DERIVATIWS AND PRIMITIVES 
In this section we study derivatives of La-functionals by adopting the usual 
definition of distribution theory. Let F be a linear functional on C,,@J@). 
The derivative (a/iYx,)F of F with respect to the ith coordinate direction 
(i = l,..., n) is defined as the linear functional on C,,m(Q) satisfying 
(&F) v = --F (&T) for v E Corn(Q). (3.1) * 
Note that the right-hand side is defined since (a/ax,) p also belongs to Cam(Q). 
Hence every linear functional on C,,m(Q), and in particular everyla-functional, 
possesses derivatives in this sense. L,(Q) is not closed with respect to dif- 
ferentiation as simple examples show. 
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Assume that F = F, is generated as in (1.3) by a function u E Cl(Q). Inte- 
gration by parts yields 
and hence 
= - ju+& = j$vdx =Fa,,a,p 
(3.2) 
-$-Fu = Fa,la,, . 
z 
This relation shows that differentiation in the functional sense as defined 
above is compatible with classical differentiation. 
In the remaining part of this section we discuss some properties of L,- 
functionals which are closely related to classical theorems on differentiation. 
It is a well-known fact that every Lebesgue-integrable function of one variable 
is a derivative (in the sense of Lebesgue) of a continuous function. We shall 
prove a similar statement by using the derivative concept introduced above. 
Assume that Sz is a bounded open interval of the real axis R, , say Q = (a, b) 
with a < b, and consider a linear functional F belonging to L,(a, b). By 
Theorem 2.1, a sequence (fk} exists in C,,m(a, b) such that 11 F - fk Jj --f 0 
as k + co. Hence 
for every p) E C,,m(a, b). A primitive U of F is given by 
In fact, since ~(a) = 0 for 91 E C,,m(a, b), we have 
and hence 
To prove that U is generated by a continuous function u, we interchange the 
order of integrations in (3.5): 
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This implies 
with 
uk(x) = - Ibfk(t) dt. 
2 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
By Schwarz’s inequality, 
I %(X) - Uk(X) I = 1,: Lfdt) -fdtll dt ( 
as j,k-+a, (3.9) 
which shows that {u&)} converges uniformly in the closed interval [a, b]. 
Hence, the sequence {u&v)} has a continuous limit u(x) in [a, b] and the 
order of the limit and the integration in (3.7) can be interchanged yielding 
Up = s” q dx. 
a 
(3.10) 
This proves that the primitive U of F is generated by the function u E C[u, b]. 
Note that an elementary argument in distribution theory shows that a 
primitive U of a distribution on an interval (a, b) is uniquely determined up 
to an additive constant. 
We shall now characterize all continuous functions u which are primitives 
of&functionalsF on (u, b). Consider a sequence { fk} such that 1) F - fk (I + 0 
as k --+ co. The preceding analysis and our last remark show that every 
primitive u of F has the form 
u(x) = - fk-2 j'fr(t) dt + c (3.11) 
5 
where c is a suitable constant. This implies by Schwarz’s inequality that, for 
every subdivision a < x,, < xl < *mm < x, < b of the interval [u, b], 
I f/c(t) 1’ dt < tz IIf* II2 = !I F l12. 
(3.12) 
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On the other hand, assume that u is a continuous function satisfying the 
inequality 
2 I u(xj) - u(xi-l) I* ,< A 
j=l xj - X2-l 
(3.13) 
with a fixed constant A for all subdivisions a f x0 < x, < a.* < x, < b of 
the interval [a, b]. Let F be the functional derivative of the functional 
generated by u: 
Fs, = - 
s 
u(x) v’(x) dx. 
By writing the integral in (3.14) as a Riemann sum, we obtain 
F~I = - hi E c u(jc) p’( jt). 
i 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
Note that the last sum consists of at most [(b - u)/c] + 1 nonzero terms where 
[x] denotes the largest integer not exceeding x. By the mean value theorem, 
Hence, 
&4 - d(i - 1) 4 
Q - 90) / G E mm I P”(X) I . (3.16) 
= ]im C 4i + l> E, - 4i4 . 1/~9’( Jo). 
f-0 
i %fT 
By applying Schwarz’s inequality to the last sum and using (3.13), we obtain 
I u((j + 1) 4 - u(i4 I2 
E ] - c? I v(j4 l,l”’ 
1 v(x) I2 dx]1’2 = AlI2 11 q !I . 
This inequality shows that F is a L,-functional satisfying the estimate 
1) F 1) < A1’2. (3.17) 
By (3.12), the estimate (3.13) is satisfied with A = (IF (12. Thus we have 
proved : 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let (a, b) be a bounded interval of the real axis. Every 
functional F ~Lr(a, b) is a functional derivative of a linear functional F, 
generated by a function u E C[a, b]. Call a function u with this property a 
primitive of F. A function u E C[a, b] is a primitive of a functional F E L,(a, b) 
if and only if a constant A 3 0 exists such that the inequality (3.13) holds for 
every subdivision a < x0 < x1 < **a < x, < b of [u, b]. For F ELs(a, b), 
the smallest number A with this property is A = I( F ]12. Hence the norm 11 F 11 
of every functional F E L,(a, b) can be obtained from the primitive u of F by the 
formula 
IIFII = SUP 
1y 
a<r,<x,< *-<x&b I 
.f I U(Xj) - U(Xj-1) 12 
xj - xj-1 1 
(3.18) 
j=l 
Theorem 3.1 is in complete agreement with the classical characterization of 
primitives of square-integrable functions which is based on the derivative 
concept of Lebesgue’s theory and the theory of absolutely continuous func- 
tions (compare [5], p. 75). 
Now we extend the first part of Theorem 3.1 to several variables and show: 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that 52 is an open bounded subset of R,, and that 
F EL&~). Then a function u E C(Q) exists such that (in the functional sense) 
F=$+= ax “;., u. 
1 12 1 n 
Furthermore, u can be chosen in such a way that 
I 44 I G 4QP II F II fw XEJ-2 (3.20) 
where d(Q) denotes the diameter of Q. 
PROOF. Choose points a = (aI ,..., u,J and b = (b, ,..., 6,) such that 
b, - ai < d(Q) and ai < xi < bi (i = I,..., n) for all points x = (x1 ,..., x,) 
belonging to $2 and set 
where fk E COW(Q) and I( F - fk (I--t 0 as h--t co. Since 
( a -...$u)~=(-l)“U(~...~~) axI n (3.22) 
and since q vanishes on every hyperplane fi = ad, we obtain in analogy to 
(3.6) 
a --+J=F. 
axI n 
(3.23) 
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By interchanging the order of the integrations with respect to 5, and x, in 
(3.21) successively for i = l,..., n, we conclude that 
(3.24) 
where 
(3.25) 
By applying Schwarz’s inequality n-times, we obtain for x E B 
< (b, - al) * ‘.. - (ha - 4 jbl 4.. s” If&> I2 df < d(Q!)” Ilfh /I2 
Xl %I 
(3.26) 
and in the same way 
I 44 - 44 I2 G WY Ilfk -fj II2 for XED. (3.27) 
By (3.27), the sequence (z+} converges uniformly in a. Hence the limit 
function u is continuous, and (3.24) implies that 
lJ, = ug, dx. 
s 
(3.28) 
Formula (3.19) is an immediate consequence of (3.23) and (3.28) while 
(3.20) follows from (3.26) and the limit relations uk(x) -+ U(X) and I\ fk /I -+ I/F 1) 
as k + co. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 3.2 has an interesting application to distribution theory. One of 
the basic theorems of distribution theory is L. Schwartz’s result on the local 
behavior of distributions: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let F be a distribution in Q. Then, for any compact subset 
K of Sz, there exist a positive integer m and a continuous function u defined on K 
such that 
F~J = (- l),, 1 U(X) (&)” *a* (&)m &c) dx (3.29) 
1 n 
for every q E Com(G’) with supp v C K. 
Theorem 3.3 says that F = (a/&@ 1.. (a/ax,Jm u in every open subset 
s2’ of K, i.e., that F is locally of finite order. All known proofs of Theorem 3.3 
40912911-3 
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are based on Lebesgue integration and employ the classical analogue of 
Theorem 3.2. By using Theorem 3.2, it is possible to replace the use of 
Lebesgue theory by the functional-analytic argument discussed here. We 
give a short outline of the proof. By a familiar argument of distribution 
theory, a real number C > 0 and a positive integer k can be chosen such that 
for every v E Cs~(Q) with supp Q C K. Set 
D(K) = {r/~ E Corn(&) : supp p _C K}, (3.30) 
Ag, Ezz ( 
-g . . . -g+lp, 
1 n 
(3.31) 
Y={z,h=Acp:p,~D(K)}. (3.32) 
It is easy to show (compare [IO], p. 101) that the mapping A from D(K) onto 
Y is one-to-one and that the linear functional L on !P defined by 
Llj = F(A-4j) for * E!P (3.33) 
is bounded with respect to the norm (1.2). Let F be the set of all functionals 
F E L&2) with the property that a sequence { fj> in Y exists such that 
11 F - fj (I-+ 0 as j + co. It follows as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 that F is a 
Hilbert space. Since ?P is dense in F, L can be uniquely extended to a bounded 
linear functional on p. By the representation theorem of F. Riesz and by 
Lemma 2.3, there exists a functional H E p such that 
F(kl#) = Lt,b = ($, H) for every * E Y. (3.34) 
Since HE F we can choose a sequence {A,} in Y such that I( H - hk (II -+ 0 
as k -+ co. Note that & belongs to !P. Hence there exists a G Ed such that 
11 G - & /I1 + 0 as k -+ co (3.34) and Lemma 2.3 yield 
FGW) = F+.i (h hc) = g+~ (I;lc , $1 = (G, $1 = W. 
By applying this formula to # = Ap, we obtain 
Fp, = G(Ap) = G ((& 1.. &)k’l q~) for every q E D(K). (3.35) 
Choose a bounded open set &?’ with K C 0’ C Q. The restriction G* of G to 
C,,~(Q’) belongs to L,(Q). In fact, since G E p and KC Q’, there exists a 
sequence &,} in Y C COm(Q’) such that 
II G’ - gf ll~,w) < II G - gr ll~.,m --L 0 as I*-+ co. (3.36) 
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By applying Theorem 3.2 to the bounded domain Q’ and the functional 
(- l)n(“+l) G’, we conclude that a function u E C(a’) exists such that 
Gx = Grx =(- l)n’“+2’ I u$ -.tx dx for every x E Co”D(Q). 1 R 
(3.37) 
Set m = k + 2 and x = Alp = (a/ax, -0. alax,Jk+l p where 9 E D(K). Then 
(3.29) follows immediately from (3.35) and (3.37). This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. In particular, our considerations show that the main result on 
the local behavior of distributions can be obtained completely within the 
framework of distribution theory, without applying any results of Lebesgue’s 
theory. 
4. SOBOLEV SPACES 
In this section we consider linear spaces consisting of Ls-functionals with 
the property that their derivatives up to a certain order are also L,-functionals. 
Spaces of this type were first considered by S. L. Sobolev in the framework 
of classical Lebesgue theory ([7], [S]) and found important applications in the 
Hilbert space theory of differential operators (see, e.g. [1] and [8]). 
We employ the usual notation for higher order derivatives. Let 
x = (x1 ,..., x,) be a point of the n-dimensional space R, and p = (p, ,..., pJ 
a multi-index, with p, ,..., p, denoting non-negative integers. We set 
xQ = xF. . . . . *Qn la I D'= (&,"I -0. cc,"", 
IPI =P,+***+Pn, x(o.....o) = 1 D’O. . . ..a = 1. (4.1) 
DEFINITION 4.1. H,(8) is the linear space of all linear functionals F on 
Coa(Q) with the property that F and all derivatives DPF of order j p 1 < m 
belong to L,(.Q). 
We introduce in H,(Q) an inner product by 
(F, G)m = 1 (DpF, DpG) 
O<blGm 
(4.2) 
where the inner products on the right-hand side are defined as in Section 2. 
The related norm is given by 
!I F II,,, = (F, F):’ = C // 03% !I2 l”. 
IPlim 1 (4.3) 
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THEOREM 4.1. H,(Q)f arms a Hilbert space with respect o the inner product 
(4.2). 
PROOF. Consider a sequence {Fk} in H&2) such that 11 Fk - Fj jjm ---f 0 
as k, j -+ 03. By (4.3) the sequences {DpF,}, 0 < ( p 1 < m, converge in 
L,(Q). Hence, by the completeness of La(Q), there exist functionals F” EL&~) 
such that 1) DPF, - FP (1 --j 0 as k---f co. Set F =F(O,**.JJ). We show that 
Fp = DpF. By (3.1) we have (DpF) 9 = (- I)181 F(Dpv). Thus we obtain for 
v E Corn(Q) and I p I < m 
1 F%JJ - (DPF) CJI 1 = (Ff’v - (- l)‘“‘F(Dpq~) ( 
< I F% - P’Fz,J v I + I P”F,) YJ - (- lYp’ F(DPd I 
=I(Fp-DpFJp/+I(F,-F)DppI 
~ll~P-~~~~I/~IIp,ll+Il~~--Fl~II~p~Il~~ 
and hence Fpg, = (DPF) 91 for every q~ E C,,*(Q). This implies that 
DPF = Fp EL,@) if ( p ( G m. Thus we have shown thatF E H&2). Further- 
more, we have I( DPF, - DPF II = 11 DPFk - Fp II+ 0 and hence, by (4.3), 
Jj Fk -F lIm + 0 as k -+ co. This shows that H&2) is complete with respect 
to the norm (4.3) which concludes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Note that Corn(Q) is a subspace of H&2). The following linear spaces 
&(.Q) are useful for the discussion of boundary value problems with Dirichlet 
boundary data: 
DEFINITION 4.2. fim(Q) is the linear subspace of H,(Q) consisting of all 
functionals F E H,(Q) with the property that a sequence (fJ exists in Corn&?) 
such that IIF -f&-+0 as k-+ co. 
The same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 shows that &,@) is 
complete with respect to the norm (4.3). Hence I!&@) is also a Hilbert space 
with the inner product (4.2). We show: 
LEMMA 4.1. 
comm c fL(Q>. 
PROOF. Assume that u E Com(J2) and define uk by (2.17). Note that 
S = dist(supp u, aQ) > 0 and that uk E Cow(Q) if k > l/S. (2.17) implies 
that for 1 p I < m 
DPu&) = s Dz”u (S + $-) h(y) dy. (4.4) 
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This shows, by the argument following (2.18) and by (2.20), that 
11 D% - DPu~ [I2 = j. / D% - DDu~ I2 dx -+ 0 for IPI dm. (4.5) 
Hence, u can be approximated in H,(Q) by the functions uk E Corn(Q). This 
completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
Our next theorem is related to the classical integration by parts formula: 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that F EL,(Q), DPF EL&?), and G E Hl,l(SZ). 
Then 
(DpF, G) = (- l)l”l (F, D*G). 
In particular, (4.6) holds ifF E H,(Q), G E &(Q) and / p 1 < m. 
(4.6) 
PROOF. Since G E I&,,(Q), there exists a sequence {glc} in C,““(Q) such 
that (1 G - g, 11 --f 0 and (1 DPG - D”gk II-+ 0 as k -+ 00. Hence, Lemma 2.3 
implies that 
(F, D”G) = li+i(F, DpgB) = ,‘;i~ F(D*&) 
= (- 1)191 ti(D”F)& = (- l)lPl lii(DpF,g,) 
= (- 1)‘“’ (DPF, G). 
We conclude this section with some remarks on the functionals F* and Fr 
introduced at the end of Section 2. 
LEMMA 4.2, Consider two open subsets Q, Q’ of R, with Q C s2’ and assume 
that F E E&&Q). Let F* and (D*F)*, j p I < m, be the norm-invariant extensions 
of F and DPF to L&2’) deJned by (2.24). Then 
DpF* = (DpF)*. (4.7) 
Furthermore, F* E fim(f2’) and 
II F* Ilm,~~ = II F 1Im.a . V-8) 
PROOF. Choose a sequence {fk} in Cam(Q) and that (1 F - fk (Im,R --f 0 as 
k + co. (3.1) and (2.24) imply that for I p 1 < m and v E Cow(D) 
= $12 j- yD”fk dx = (LIZ%)* ‘p. 
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This proves (4.7). Hence we have, by (2.26), 
DPF* E L,(Q) and II DpF* IIL,w) = II DpF IL,(n) 
which yields (4.8). By applying (4.8) to F - fk , we obtain, 
IIF* -fk llm,~~ = IIF -fx Ilmn -+ 0 
as k --+ co. Hence F* E &(Q). This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.3. Assume that Q C Q’ and that F E H,,,(Q). Let P and (DPF) 
be the restrictions ofF and DDF to COa(12) dejned by (2.22). Then 
DPF’ = (DPF)‘. (4.9) 
In particular, Fr E H,(Q) and 
IIF” Ilm,~ d It F llm.~~ - (4.10) 
PROOF. Assume that p E CaW(ln). Then (4.9) follows from 
(DW) p = (- 1) IPI F’(DDp) = (- 1) I* 1 F(D+) = (DpF) ‘p 
while (4.10) is a consequence of (2.23) and (4.9). 
It is convenient to use the notation F E H&2) if F is a linear functional on 
Cam@‘), with Q C X2’, and if the restriction of F to C,,W(Q) belongs to H,(Q). 
Furthermore, we say that Fl = F, in Q if the restrictions of Fl and F, to 
C,,a(Q) coincide. 
5. PRODUCTS WITH CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
In this section we define the product of a L&imctional with a continuous 
function. Let us recall that the product gF of a distribution F in Sz with a 
function g E Cam(Q) is defined as the linear functional on C,,W(.Q) given by 
for (5.1) 
Assume that F EL&~). Then Lemma 2.3 implies that (5.1) can be written 
in the form 
(gF) p = (F, g * 8) for v E C,“D(sZ). (5.2) 
Note that the right-hand side is also defined if g E C(Q). In fact, ifg is con- 
tinuous in Q, then g . v belongs to C,(Q) for every y E CaW(J2). Hence 
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Lemma 2.5 shows that g - ~JI E C(Q) n&.(&2) so that the inner product in 
(5.2) is well defined. This remark motivates the following definition: 
DEFINITION 5.1. Assume that g E C(Q) and F EL.@). Then the product 
functional gF is defined by (5.2). 
We show: 
LEMMA 5.1. If g E C,(Q)l and F EL@), then also gF EL&I). Further- 
more, we have 
II gF II B II g IL - IIF II (5.3) 
where 
llgllm = 21 I‘&9 I * (5.4) 
Note that C,(Q) is a Banach space with respect to the norm (5.4) 
PROOF OF LEMMA 5.1. By Lemma 2.5 and (5.4), we have 
(5.5) 
and hence, by (5.2) and Schwarz’s inequality, 
I (gF) ‘p I d IIF II * II gg, II d II g IL . II F II - II VJ II (5.6) 
for every p E Csa(Q). This implies 5.3. 
Our next Lemma shows that the product gF reduces to the usual product 
g . II of two functions if F = F, is generated by a continuous function u. 
LEMMA 5.2. Assume that g E C(Q) and u E C(G) n L&2). Then the 
jknctionals F, and F,., generated by u and g * u are related by 
F,., = gFz, . 
If, in addition, g E C&2) then g* u E C(Q) n L&2). 
(5.7) 
PROOF. Consider a function ‘p E Csa(J2). Since supp ‘p is a compact subset 
of Q, it is possible to choose a function 5 E CsD(s2) such that 
t(x) = 1 if * EsuPP’P (5.8) 
1 See Section 0 for the definition of C&Q) and C*“‘(s)). 
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., [2], Theorem 1.2.2). Since g * 5 E C,(Q), we conclude from Lemma 
Theorem 2.1 that g * 5 EL&~) and that a sequence {t,Q exists in 
COm(sZ) such that 
(see, e.g 
2.5 and 
IIg1 -&I) = [S lg5 -& /adx]l’z-+O as k-co. (5.9) 
She II dd - AJ II G II P IL - II& - A II , we have also 
IId% -hcP)II+O as A-+ 00. (5.10) 
Note that 5 * v = v because of (5.8). Hence (5.2), (5.10) and Lemma 2.3 
imply that 
(gF,) Y = (gF,) W = (Fu 1 g * 5 * v> = $(Fu 9 ik) 
= ‘k+i F&,v) = p-2 j” 4,s dx = j- w59, dx. (5.11) 
The last equality follows from (5.10) and the estimate 
1 j- N&P - i&4 dx / G II gSP, - hv II . sc$gp I W I . 
Since 5 * p = p, (5.11) yields 
Wu) P = 1 am dx = Fete (5.12) 
This relation holds for every v E C,,~(Q). Thus we have proved (5.7). If 
g E C,(Q) then Lemma 5.1 implies that gF, and hence, by (5.7), F,., belongs 
to L&2). But this means that g . u E C(Q) r\ L&2). This completes the proof 
of Lemma 5.2. 
The following rule is often useful: 
LEMMA 5.3. Assume that F, G EL&~) and u E C&2). Then 
(uF, G) = (F, u%). (5.13) 
PROOF. Choose sequences {fk), {gk. in COW(Q) such that [IF - fk I( --t 0 
and)IG-gg,))-+Oask-tco.By(5.3)wehavealsoI]uF--f~)l~Oand 
1) u% - iigk 1) -+ 0 as K + co. Hence Lemma 2.5 implies that 
W? G) = &%<ufic ,gtc> = TV j ufkgk dx 
= gi 1 f,& dx = li+i( fk , t-q*) = (F, @G). 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.3, 
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Now we study the differentiation of product functionals. We use the 
following notation for multi-indices p = (p, ,...,p,) and r = (rl ,..., r,): 
p! =p,! * a** *p,!, 
P - r = (Pl - rl ,...,p, - m), 
r<p if Yl G Pl ,**‘> rn G P, , 
P 0 P! = r!(p - r)! for r r fp. (5.14) 
We show: 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that D’F EL,(Q) if Y < p and that g E Cl~I(Q). 
Then the derivative D*(gF) of the product furkt~onal gk is given by _ 
Dp(gF) = c (;) (Drg) * (D-F). 
O<=ZP 
(5.15) 
In particular, if F E H&2) and g E C,m(Q) then gF E H,(R). 
PROOF. First we consider the case m = 1. Assume that 
(W,> F ~WJIR), g E CV4, and v E Corn(Q). By (3.1) and (5.2) 
F E W-3, 
we obtain 
(5.16) 
Since g . q E Car(p)), Lemma 4.1 implies that g * 9 E I?#). Hence, by 
Theorem 4.2, we have 
- (F&h)) =(-&GT). 
By inserting (5.17) into (5.16) and applying (5.2), we obtain 
(5.17) 
for every pi E COa(Q) and hence 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
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Thus (5.15) is valid if m = 1. The general case follows easily by induction. 
If F E E&(Q) and g E C,m(.Ca) then (5.15) and Lemma 5.1 imply that 
DQF) EL,(Q) for 1 p 1 < m. HencegF belongs to H,(Q). This concludes the 
proof of Theorem 5.1. 
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 5.1. 
Tken gF E &,(ln). 
Assume tkat F E l&$2) and g E C,“(Q). 
PROOF. By Definition 4.2, there exists a sequence { fk> in Cs*(.Q) such that 
IIF -fkIj,-+O as A-+ co. By Theorem 5.1 we have for Ip I <m 
D*(gF) - D”(& = c (;) D”g * Dp-‘(F - f,J (5.20) 
OSSP 
and hence, by (5.3), I[ Dp(gF) - DQfJ II + 0 as R + co. This shows that 
1) gF - & Ilrn -+ 0 as k + co. Since gfk E Com(sZ) we can choose, by Lemma 
4.1, a sequence {&} in COW(Q) such that llgfk - & Ilrn < l/k for every k. By 
the triangle inequality we have ]I gF - 1,3~ Ijrn + 0 as k -+ co. Hence 
gF E &(52) which proves the Corollary. 
6. FOURIER TRANSFORMS 
In this section we define the Fourier transform # of a functional F E L,(R,J. 
Consider the linear space S of all functions 9 E C”o(R,J with the property that 
R&l xp I * I w4 I> < 03 (6-l) 
for every pair of multi-indices p = (p, ,..., p,), Q = (qr ,..., qn). The Fourier 
transform + of a function p E S is defined by 
$(4‘) = (27r)-'@I e’=*+(x)dx (6.2) 
where x * 5 = x1& + **. + x,,& . It is easy to show that 9, --* @ is a one-to- 
one linear mapping of S onto S and that Parseval’s relation 
(6.3) 
and Fourier’s inversion formula 
F’(X) = ;( - X) = (212)~‘@ j- @!-6+(f) &j (6.4) 
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hold if v E S. A proof can be found, for example, in [2], Section 1.7. Note 
that all integrals in (6.2-4) exist because of (6.1). 
Every function v E S can be approximated by a sequence {vk] in C,,m(R,) 
such that 
s 
(‘p-9)k/2dx-+0 as k+a3. (6.5) 
In fact, choose a sequence {xlc} such that 
Xk E cOm(R?z), o < xl&) < l, Xkh) = 1 if 1x1 <k (6.6) 
(for example, by applying [2], Theorem 1.2.2) and set QJ~ = ‘pxk . Then (6.5) 
follows from 
The second part of Lemma 2.5 implies that every function u E S generates a 
functional F, EL,(&) and that the relation (2.21) holds for u, ‘u E 5’. Hence 
S can be considered as a subspace of L,(R,) by identifying u with the linear 
functional F, . Furthermore, (2.21) and (6.3) show that the mapping Q -+ 4 
is an isometry of S onto S with respect to the inner product in the Hilbert 
space L,(R,). By Theorem 2.1, S is dense in L,(R,) since C,,m(R,) C S. 
Since S is dense in L,(R,), the isometry cp --f 4 of S onto S can be uniquely 
extended to an isometry F -+P of L,(R,) onto L,(R,). In fact, consider an 
element F E&(&) and a sequence {fJ in C,,O(R,) such that j/F -fk (I-+ 0 
as k -+ 00. Since IIjk --fj (1 = llfk -fi /) , the sequence {jk} converges in 
L,(R,). Since L,(R,) is complete, there exists a P E L,(R,J such that 
/I P -fk (1 ---f 0 as k ---f co. Let {fk’} be another sequence in Corn(&) with 
jjF -fk’/l-+O as k+ 00. Since 11% -3; I] = Ilfk - fL jl ---f 0 as k -+ co, 
the sequences (fk} and { fk’} converge to the same limit in L2(R,). This shows 
that P$ independent of the choice of the sequence (f,J. Since /IF - fk I( ---f 0 
andliF,-ff,(I-tOask--+oo,wehave 
(6.7) 
Hence the mapping F -+P is an isometry. To show that F -+P maps L,(R,) 
onto L,(R,), we construct for any given G EL&R,) an element F E L.&J 
such that 3 = G. Choose a sequence (gk) in Coa(Rn) such that ]I G - g, ]I + 0 
as k -+ co and set fk(x) = Jk( - x). Then fk belongs to S, and (6.2) and 
(6.4) imply that fk = g, . The sequence (fk) converges in L,(G) because 
I\ fk - fj (I = II & - kj (1 = ]I g, - gj I\ . Denote the limit of the sequence ( fk} 
by F. (6.7) implies that I] %’ - fk I] -+ 0 as k -+ co. On the other hand, we have 
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II G -x I( --t 0 since fk = gk . Hence we obtain P = G. Finally we show 
that F -+P is the only linear isometric mapping which extends the isometry 
P-+~(PES) to W4J. A ssume that E is another such mapping. Then 
I( F -fk )I -+ 0 implies I/P -fk II--+ 0 and hence P = F. Thus we have 
proved: 
THEOREM 6.1. The set S of allfunctions v E Cw(R,) with the property (6.1) 
is a linear subspace of L,(RJ. There exists one and only one linear isometric 
mapping F -+P from L&2,,) onto L,(R,,) which extends the mapping v + $5 
dejined on S by (6.2). For ewery F E L2(R,) and every sequence ( fh} in C,,*(R,,) 
with IIF -fk(J-+O as k -+ co, the image P of F can be obtained by the limit 
reZation[IP-f,[I-)Oask4co. 
This leads to the following definition: 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let F -+P be the isometry of L&J onto Lz(R,J 
described in Theorem 6.1. Then the image element P of an element F E Lz(R,J 
is called the Fourier transform of F. 
By formula (6.7), Parseval’s relation 
IIPII = IIFII (64 
holds for every F E L&R,). Since 
(F,G)=~(IIF+G~~2-~IF-G~~2+illF+iG~~2 -i/IF-iGJ12), (6.9) 
Parseval’s relation (6.8) can also be written in the form 
(p, e) = (F, G) for F, G EL,(&). (6.10) 
In order to extend the inversion formula (6.4) to L,(R,), we introduce for 
every F E LB(R,J the linear functional F defined by 
&I =FF with G(x) = d- 4, 9 E Co-%). (6.11) 
Since$=~andII~(I=/Ig,(/,wehave~EL,(R~),~=FandJIFlll=lIFII. 
Furthermore, if F = F, is generated by a continuous function u, then the 
relation 
~Wp,=Fuq,=~u(x)~(-x)dx=~u(-x)~(x)dx=j+2i(pdx=F;~ (6.12) 
implies that pU is generated by;(x) = u(- x). Hence the notations p and ii 
are compatible. 
Assume that F E L,(R,) and choose a sequence {f*} in Com(R,,) such that 
II F - fx: II + 0 as k + co. Since the mappings F + P and F-+i;” are linear 
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and isometric, we have I[ $’ - fl (( 3 0 and I/F -Tk I/ -+ 0 as k -+ 00. On the 
other hand, (6.4) implies that fl = ft. Thus we obtain 
$=i;; (6.13) 
for every F EL,(R,). (6.13) can be considered as the generalization of the 
inversion formula (6.4) to L,(R,). 
We conclude this section with a discussion of the relation between Defini- 
tion 6.1 and the definition of the Fourier transform of a tempered distribution. 
Recall that a tempered distribution F is defined as a linear functional on S 
with the property that Fy, + 0 for all sequences (vlc} in Csa(Q) such that 
(i) (DJ’P)~} converges uniformly to zero in R, and (ii) 
Sup(l x lP * I @Yk(X) I : x E R, , k = 1,2,...} < co (6.14) 
for every pair of multi-indices p, 4. The Fourier transformp of a tempered 
distribution F is defined as the linear functional on S given by 
&p =F+ for ‘p E s. (6.15) 
Since Cam(&) is dense in S with respect to the &-norm, every functional 
F E LZ(R,J can be uniquely extended to a bounded linear functional F* on S. 
Properties (i) and (ii) imply that /I ylc I\--+ 0 and hence F*pl, --+ 0. Thus F* 
is a tempered distribution. Consider a sequence ( fk> in Com(R,) such that 
([F -fk(I-+O as k-t co. Then F* is given by 
F*9, = ‘k+. s f& dx = fi(f,c, q) = (F, q) for every g, E s. (6.16) 
Now we determine the extension (P)* of the Fourier transform p of F. Since 
l/P -$[I-0 as K --+ co, we obtain by using the elementary identity 
jy$dx=j@,bdx for F,#ES (6.17) 
and relation (6.16), 
(P)* p = (P, F) = FE jfkv dx = k+i j f& dx = F*$. (6.18) 
By (6.15) we have (F*)- 9, = F*+. Hence we obtain 
(F*)” =(P)*. (6.19) 
This formula says that the Fourier transform of the tempered distribution F* 
is identical with the extension (%‘)* of the Fourier transform P of F. Hence 
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the definitions ofp andp are compatible if we identify every F E L,(R,) with 
its bounded extension F* to S. 
Further material on the Fourier transform, in particular a distribution- 
theoretical approach to the L,-theory and to Wiener’s Tauberian theory, is 
contained in [9]. 
7. FOURIER SERIES EXPANSIONS 
In this section we discuss the Fourier series expansions of the elements 
of the Hilbert space L,( W,) where W, denotes the open n-dimensional cube 
w, = {x = (x, ,..., x,) : - Tru < xi < 7x2, i = l,..., n}. (7.1) 
The second part of Lemma 2.5 shows that every function u E C( WJ generates 
a functional F, EL,( W,) by formula (1.3) and that the relation (2.21) holds. 
In particular, the functions 
P)~(x) = (27~2)~+ ei9.*ia, (7.2) 
with p = (p, ,,.., pm) denoting multi-indices, belong to P( W,) CT L,( W,). 
By (2.21) we obtain 
(%I 9 %I = (24-n s, exp [i(p - q) * $1 dX = 8, (7.3) 
witha,= ifp=qand&= 0 if p # q. Hence the functions qe defined 
by (7.2) form an orthonormal system in the Hilbert space L&W,). 
Consider, for every F E L,( W,), the Fourier series 
(7.4) 
with respect to the orthonormal system (7.2). The theory of orthogonal 
systems in Hilbert spaces implies that the infinite sum on the right-hand side 
converges in L,( W,) and that the operator P defined by (7.4) is the projection 
of L2(Wa) onto the smallest complete linear subspace M containing all 
functions 4~~ . By the classical theory of trigonometric series expansions, 
every function of C,,a( W,) can be expanded in W, as a uniformly converging 
Fourier series with respect to the trigonometric system (7.2). Hence 
Csm( W,) C M. Since M is complete and C,,m( W,) is dense in L,( W,), we 
conclude that M = L2(Wa). This shows that P is the identity operator: 
F=~P’>dv, for every F GWa). (7.5) 
P 
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Formula (7.5), together with (7.3), implies Parseval’s relation 
llFl12 =c I (F,%J 12* (7.6) 
P 
By (7.6) the orthonormal system (7.2) is complete. Thus, we obtain the 
following expansion theorem: 
THEOREM 7.1. The functions v2, dejined by (7.2) form a complete orthonormal 
system in the Hilbert space L,(W,). In particular, Parseval’s relation (7.6) 
holds for every F E L,(W,). Furthermore, for every F E L,( W,) the Fourier 
series (7.5) converges to F in L,(W,). 
In the remaining part of this section we apply Theorem 7.1 to the discussion 
of some properties of the Sobolev spaces introduced in Section 4. 
THEOREM 7.2. For every F E &( W,) the relation 
IIFII~ = c ( 1 2, IPIG~ a-“‘,,) I V? 4 I2 
holds where 
(7*-o 
p2Q =pfQl . .,. .p? and 09’ = 1. 
PROOF. Since F E fi,J W,), Theorem 4.2 and (7.2) imply that 
(DF, YD) = (- 1)‘“’ (F, O”V,) = (- ;)‘“I PO(F, Y,) 
for 1 q 1 < m. By Parseval’s relation (7.6) we have 
II DQFl12 = 1 I (DF, cp,) I2 = c a-zlqlp2q I (F, T& 12. 
2, P 
This, together with (4.3), implies (7.7). 
As an application of Theorem 7.2, we prove the following version of 
Rellich’s selection theorem: 
THEOREM 7.3. Assume that Sz is a bounded open subset of R, and cons&r 
a bounded sequence {Fk. in the Hilbert space &&Q). Then {FJ contains a sub- 
sequence (Gk} which converges in the Hilbert space L,(Q). 
PROOF. First we assume that s2 = W, . Then Theorem 7.2 implies that 
(7.8) 
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Choose a C > 0 such that /I Fk /I1 < C for every k. By (7.8) we have also 
( (Fi, , vP) 1 < C for every k and every p. By the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem 
and the usual diagonal procedure, we can select a subsequence {Gk} of {Ffi} 
such that {(Gk, Q& converges for every p. By (7.5) we have 
G = HkN + JkN (7.9) 
with 
HkN= c (Gk:,~d~s> JkN = ,*zN 6 9 QB) or - (7.10) 
Ipl=GN 
Since pla + **- + pnz > N if 1 p 1 > N, we obtain by (7.8) and the choice 
of c 
Hence, for every given E > 0 we can choose N such that 1) JkN I/ < 43 for 
every k. Since (Gj , Q~) converges for everyp, we can choose a Nr > N such 
that for all j, k > IV., 
and hence 
This shows that {Gk} converges in I.,( W,). 
Now consider an arbitrary bounded open set Q CR, and choose a cube 
W, with 0 C W, . Assume that the sequence {Fk} is bounded in I&(Q). 
Denote the norm-invariant extension Of Fk to W, by Fk*. Lemma 4.2 implies 
that {Fk*) is bounded in f&(Wa). Hence the argument above shows that a 
subsequence {Gk} of {Fk} exists such that the sequence {Gk*} of the norm- 
invariant extensions Gk* of Gk converges in L,(WJ. Since Gk - Gj is the 
restriction of Gk* - G,* to Csm(Q), it follows from (2.23) that {Gk] converges 
in L,(Q). This concludes the proof of Theorem 7.3. 
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8. TRANSLATIONS 
First we consider the case D = R, . Assume that IJI E Com(R,). For every 
h = (h, ,...) h,) E R, the translation operator T,, is defined by 
Td4 = VJ,(X + 4. (8-l) 
Th is a one-to-one, linear, isometric mapping from the inner product space 
C,“O(R,) onto itself. By the remarks in Section 6, Th can be uniquely extended 
to a one-to-one, linear, isometric mapping from L,(R,) onto L,(R,). We show 
that this extension is given by 
for I E C,,“O(&), F AL,. (8.2) 
In fact, assume that F = F+ is generated by a function z/ E C,,m(R,). Then 
(8.1) and (8.2) imply that 
(T,F,,,) v = F$(Tmpp) = /4(x) v(x - h) ax = j- 9(x + h) ~(4 dx = FT&'. 
Hence the functional T,F, is generated by the function T& so that the 
definitions (8.1) and (8.2) are compatible. Furthermore, (8.2) implies that 
I (TIT) v I = IF(T-s4 I G IIFII * II T-s II = lIFtI . II FJ II . 
Hence, T,F ELM and 1) T,F II < I[F 11 . On the other hand, since 
F = Teh(ThF), we obtain also II F /I < II T,F (1 and hence II T,FI( = 11 F(I . 
Thus T,, is a linear, isometric mapping from L,(R,) onto Ls(R,) which 
extends the mapping (8.1). 
It is convenient to define also a translation operator TV for functionals 
F EL.@) where D is an open subset of R, . Consider the norm-invariant 
extension F* of F to L,(R,J introduced at the end of Section 2. Then G = ThF* 
belongs to L,(R,). Let G’ be the restriction of G to C,,m(Q) defined by (2.22). 
Then F -+ G’ = (T,F*)C is a linear mapping from L.&C?) into L,(Q). We call 
this mapping the translation operator TV in L,(Q): 
rhF = (T,F*)T for F E L,(O). (8.3) 
Note that Q = Th if Q = R, . The relations (2.23), (2.26), and 
jl T,G 11 = II G I/ for G E L,(R,) imply that 
II 73 II G II F II for F E L,(Q). (8.4) 
Consider a sequence {f*} in C,,m(Q) such that I/F - fk II + 0 as K -+ co. 
409/29/I-4 
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Then (2.22), (2.24), and (8.2-3) show that for every Q E COa(sZ) 
W) P = (ThF*) I = F*(T-hv) 
= ;z 
I 
fk(x + h) p(x) dx. (8.5) 
Now assume that F = F, is generated by a function u E C,,(Q) and choose a 
sequence (uk} in COm(G) such that J/U --~~jsdx-+O as k-co. This 
implies, by Lemma 2.5, IlF, - uk I( --+ 0 as ii + co and hence, by (8.5) and 
Schwarz’s inequality, 
(q,F,) q~ = fk+z j- +(x + h) q(x) dx = j- u(x + h) v(x) dx. (8.6) 
Thus the translate r+ = rkFu of a function u E C,(Q) is generated by the 
continuous function 
v(x) = u(x + h) (x E 52). (8.7) 
In particular, w E C(Q) n L,(Q) f or every real vector h. Note that v = 0 in 
Sz if D is bounded and ( h 1 is sufficiently large. Hence the mapping Q is, in 
general, not isometric and not one-to-one. We collect our results in the follo- 
wing theorem: 
THEOREM 8.1. The translation operator q, dejned by (8.2) and (8.3) is a 
linear mapping from L&2) into L,(Q) with the property (8.4). Assume that 
fk E C,,m(ln) and )( F - fk I( -+ 0 as k -+ co. Then rkF is given by 
If F = F, is gene-rated by the function II E C,,(Q) then rku = rkFu is generated 
by the restriction v of the translate u(x + h) to 9. If fi = &, then ?-k = Tk is 
a one-to-one biometric mapping porn Lz(&) onto L,(R,J. 
The following two Lemmas are useful for computations with translation 
operators. 
LEMMA 8.1. Assume that F, G E L,(Q) and h E R, . Then 
(8 Th@ = (T-h& G). (8.9) 
PROOF. First we verify (8.9) for q, # E Corn(Q). By Theorem 8.1 the trans- 
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late r-,,v of 9 E Cam(Q) is the functional F, generated by the continuous 
function u(x) = p)(x - h) for x E s2. Hence we obtain, by Lemma 2.3, 
(T-hp, #) = (Fu , $1 = Fu$ = 1 cp(x - h) Y+) dx- (8.10) 
By replacing +J by # and h by - h in (8.10), we get 
-- -- 
(Y> 4) = (WI, p’) = j” +4x + 4 ~(4 dx = 1 W) dx - 4 dx 
and hence 
(P? w74 = (T-m $9. (8.11) 
Now consider two functionals F, G EL&Q) and choose sequences { fk} 
and(g,}inC,m(S2)suchthatIJF-f,II--,OandI/G-gg,I)~OasK~~. 
By (8.4), we have also 11 q,F - Tn fk II+ 0 and 11 T,,G - T&, I/ -+ 0 as k -+ co. 
Hence (8.11) and the continuity of the inner product imply that 
(F, T&) = b(fk , ?a&) = $itT-hfk 2 &) = b-& (3. 
LEMMA 8.2. (a) For every F E L,(R,,) and every differential operator DP the 
relation 
Dp(T,F) = T,(DpF) (8.12) 
holds. If, in addition, F E &JR,) then T,F E H,(R,) and 1) T,F Ijrn = /IF Ijrn .
(b) If l2 C R, and F E &,(Q) then T,,F E H,(Q) and 
D%F) = T,(D~F). (8.13) 
Furthermwe, II 4 llm < IIF IL - 
PROOF. (8.12) follows from 
[Dn( T,F)] ‘p = (- 1) 1~~1 (T,F) (Da) = (- l)IP’ ~Z’-#~V)] 
= (- 1) IpI F[Dp( T-&l = (DW) (T-&v) = [T@‘F)] p. 
Assume that FE H,(R,J. Since Th is isometric, (8.12) implies that 
DP( T,F) E L,(R,J and II D’VIP) II = II DpF II 
if I p I < m. This concludes the proof of (a). 
NOW assume that F E I&&I). By Lemma 4.2, F* E &@,,). Hence (a) im- 
plies that ThF* E I&(&,) and that 
II T,J* hn,R, = 11 F* hn.R, = ~~Fhn,~ - 
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Thus (b) follows from (8.3) and Lemma 4.3. In particular, (8.3), (4.9), (4.7), 
and (8.12) imply that 
DP(7,F) = DP[( T,F*)‘] = [DP( 2-j&F*)]’ 
= [T@“F*)]’ = [T*(DpF)*]’ = T,(DPF). 
The following theorem is closely related to Lebesgue’s theorem on the mean 
continuity of square-integrable functions: 
THEOREM 8.2. For every F E L,(Q) we have 
ll.Q-Fll+O as h + 0. (8.14) 
PROOF. Choose, for given E > 0, a function f E Csm(J2) such that 
l/F -f I( < E. (8.4) implies that 
II Q --FII < II Q(F -f) II + II xf -f II + llf --FlI < II rnf -f II + 2~. 
(8.15) 
By Theorem 8.1, the functional rh f is generated by the function f (x + h). 
If 1 h I < S = dist(supp f, &‘) then f (x + h) belongs to C,,“(Q), and hence 
we have 
II T,,f -f II2 = j If (x + h) -f (4 I3 &. (8.16) 
Thus, we can choose 6, > 0 such that (j T1( f -f (I < E and hence, by (8.15), 
(1 T~F -F 11 < 3~ if I h I < Si . This proves (8.7). 
In the remaining part of this section we discuss difference quotients 
Fib = i (T*~$ F -F) (8.17) 
of functionals F E L,(Q) where e, denotes the ith unit vector and h is a real 
number. We show: 
THEOREM 8.3. For every F E E?&i?) we have 
lIFthI < IIFII, (8.18) 
and 
(8.19) 
Formula (8.19) says that the derivative (a/&c,) F of a functional F E f?@) can 
be obtained as the La-limit of the corresponding difference quotient Fib as 
h -+ 0. 
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PROOF OF (8.18). Choose a sequence {fk} in C,m(Q) such that 
1) F - fk II1 --t 0 as k -+ co. By (8.8) we have 
Fin? =ljn& -? 133~ +hei) - f&)1 v,(x) dx. (8.20) 
By applying Schwarz’s inequality twice, we obtain for q E Corn(Q) 
and hence, by (8.20), 
1 FihY I < II 9J IIS llfic III = IlF Ill * II v II (8.21) 
which proves (8.18). 
PROOF OF (8.19). Choose (fk} as above. By (8.8) we have 
( 
Fi'ih - &F) 'p = l&g 1 [fnc* + 2' -"(') - +(x)] ~(x)dx 
z 
+ fei) - &f&d) dt] ~(4 dx 
and hence, by Schwarz’s inequality, 
II 
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where Tt,. denotes the translation operator in C,,W(R,J defined by (8.1). 
Consider the extension F* of F to C,,~(R,) given by (2.24). Now Lemma 4.2 
implies 
llF* -f, h.R, = IIF -f/c I11.n. (8.22) 
Since (1 T,,+G )I = 11 G )I for every G EL&J, we obtain, by (8.22), 
Hence the integrand of the last integral converges to 
4) = /I Tt,* (gF*) - gF* 11; (R3 2 (8.23) 
uniformly in t as k -+ co. Hence, a(t) is continuous and we get, upon inter- 
changing the order of the integration and the limit k + co, 
II F~~-~~Fl~~~I:.(t)dt-O as h-+0. (8.24) 
Here we have also used or(O) = 0 which is a consequence of Theorem 8.2. 
This completes the proof of (8.19). N ow we prove the following estimate: 
LEMMA 8.3. Assume that u E C&2) and F EL&~). Then we have, for 
every real h, 
(8.25) 
PROOF. Choose a sequence {fk) in Csa(Q) such that )I F - fx II - 0 as 
k--t co. By Lemma 2.3, Lemma 8.1, and Lemma 5.3 we obtain for every 
tp E Co*(i2) and for every h E R,, 
= (F, ~CT-J,@) = $I~I(& , #T-&p). (8.26) 
Theorem 8.1 implies that T-h+ belongs to C&J) n L,(Q) and is generated by 
the function u(x) = ~(x - h) if x E Sa. Hence, by Lemma 5.2 the functional 
@Tsh+ is generated by the function u(x) . q(x - h). Thus Lemma 2.3 
yields 
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and hence, by (8.26), 
[+~)I 9, = 2% j- 4~ + h) v(4h& + 4 dx. (8.27) 
Since 1) U(Q) - u(rnfk) II+ 0 as K + 03 by (5.3) and (8.4), we obtain in 
a similar way 
bW91 F = (u - +, q> 
= &(, - ~,,fk , Q) = ‘k% s u(x)f& + h) dx) dx. (8.28) 
(8.27) and (8.28) imply that for real h and ‘p E Cam(Q) 
= lim 
If 
u(x + hej) - U(X) 
k-tw h f& + he0 44 d+~ / 
=IIFII .IjyII. Sup 'u(X)-U(Y)I 
Jc,YEQ 1 x - y 1 
which proves (8.25). 
We conclude this section with a proof of the following theorem which is 
useful for the discussion of differentiability properties of weak solutions of 
partial differential equations: 
THEOREM 8.4. Assume thatF E I&(Q) withj > 1 and that constants K > 0 
and 6 > 0 exist such that II Fib Ilj < K for ull real h with 1 h 1 f 8. Then 
(a/ax,) F E Hj(J2). 
PROOF. Since 11 Df’Fih 11 is bounded as h + 0 for every differential operator 
Dp of order 1 p ] ,< j, we can select, by the weak compactness theorem for 
Hilbert spaces, a sequence (hJ with h, -+O such that (DPFP} converges 
weakly to an element Fi,, EL.@) for every p = (pr ,..., pn) with j p 1 <j: 
(DPe, G) -+ (F,,, , G) as k ---f co (8.29) 
for every G EL&Q). Set F,,, = Fi co , ,..., 0) = Ji . By Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 
4.2, we obtain for v E C’aa(Q) and I p ( <j 
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and hence D’ Ji = F,,= EL&?). This yields Ji E H&Q). On the other hand, 
(8.19) implies that I( Fp - (a/&) F (j + 0 as k--f co. Thus we get 
( &, G) = $2 (F?, G) = (Ji , G) 
for every G E L,(Q) and hence (a/&,) F = Ji E H&2). This completes the 
proof of Theorem 8.4. 
9. MOLLIFIERS 
In the following two sections we discuss the approximation of functionals 
F E H,(Q) by P-functions with respect to the norm (4.3). Let h be a function 
with the properties (2.13). If u E C,“(R,J, then the proofs of Lemma 2.5 and 
Lemma 4.1 show that the function 
belongs to C,,“‘(R,) and that 11 JEu - u Ilrn -+ 0 as E -+ 0. The operator JE , 
mapping C&R,) into Com(R,J, is called a mollifier. Set 
(9.2) 
Then we have Jp = jc * u where the star denotes the convolution product. 
In order to extend J, to L,(R,), we write (9.1) in the form 
(IA (4 = P?&L(~ -Y) (9.3) 
where F, is defined by (1.3) and the subscript y indicates that the functional 
F, is applied to a function of y. This suggests defining Jc for F E L2(Rn) by 
(13) (4 = Fvi& - Y>- (9.4) 
Note that j,(x - y), as a function of y, belongs to C,,a(R,). In terms of distri- 
bution theory, Jp is the convolution product of the functional F and the 
C,,“-function j, . We collect the main properties of the operator JE in the 
following theorem: 
THEOREM 9.1. Assume that F E L,(R,) and define Jp by (9.4). Then 
Jp E Cdo(Rn) I-I L,(Rn). Furthermore, 
II 1311 G IIFII (9.5) 
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and 
IIF - lFII-+O as E-+0. (94 
If, in addition, F E H,(R,J then also ]J E H,(R,) and 
Wl,F) = IPF’F) ;f IP I Gm. (9.7) 
Furthermore, 
IlF - IFFIlm-+ as E + 0. (9.8) 
PROOF. By (9.4) we have, for every x E R, and every E > 0, 
I (IF> (4 - C/J> (4 I G II F II . [ 1 Ii& - Y) - i(x - Y> I2 4f” --+ 0 (9.9) 
as z-x and 
(13) (X + hed - (1~~) cx) _ F 
h 
~IIFII-[jl j,(x + hei - Y) - j,(x - Y> h - & j,(x - Y) 1’ d.]l” -+ 0 
(9.10) 
as h + 0. Hence J$ is continuous and has first order derivatives given by 
& (IF) (4 =Fw (+xX -Y)) * 
By repeating this argument we conclude that ],F has continuous derivatives of 
arbitrary order which are given by 
WlF> (4 = F,P2tj,(x - ~1). (9.11) 
This shows that J$ E P(R,). Now choose a sequence { fk> in CaW(&) such 
that 1) F - fk Jj + co. For every q E C,“O(R,) we have 
/ 1 WI * v dx j = ( j- ~44FtMx - Y)) dx / 
= / ~9x4 [go /fdY)i(~ -Y) dy] dx 1 . (9.12) 
Since 
1 1 [fdy) -fh4ldx -Y) 4 I2 B llfk -fj II2 ~.ibY dy, 
the integrand of the x-integration in (9.12) converges uniformly in x as 
k -+ 00. This implies, since the domain of the x-integration is contained in 
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the bounded set supp p, that the order of the limit k -+ co and the integration 
with respect to x can be interchanged. Hence we obtain 
By (9.2) and (2.13), we have 
I idx - Y) dr = ljc(x - y) dx = j is(x) cix = 1 
and hence, by Schwarz’s inequality, 
J ) ~fkW& - 39 4 1’ dx 
= j- 1 /fk(y) b’dx - r)l”” . tic& - W2 dr I2 dx 
,< / [ 1 I fi4~) I”i& - Y) dy] [ ~13 -A dy] dx 
= 1 IA(Y) l2 [[A@ -Y) h] dr = 1 IA(Y) la 4 = 11fk IP+ 
By inserting this estimate in (9.13), we obtain 
This inequality shows that the functional generated by /% belongs to L2(Rn). 
Thus we have proved that JF belongs to Cm(Rn) n L,(R,) in the sense 
explained in Section 2 (after the proof of Lemma 2.4) and that the estimate 
(9.5) holds. 
In order to verify (9.6), choose for any 7 > 0 a function f E Com(R,) such 
that 1) F -f 11 < 7. By (9.5), we have 
IIF - J2’II G IIF -f II + Ilf - Lf II + II L(f --F) II < Ilf - Jcf II + 271. 
(9.15) 
Since JC f is given by (9. l), it follows from the argument used in the proof of 
Lemma 2.5 that 11 Jcf - f (I+ 0 as e -+ 0. Hence (9.15) implies that 
I( F - J$ (( < 317 if l is sufficiently small. This proves (9.6). 
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Now assume that FE I&JR,). By (9.11) and (3.1) we obtain for every 
XER, 
DpW) (4 = F,W.idx - Y>) = (- 1)‘“’ F@,%(x - YN 
= PpFMx - Y) = (J6Pp0 (4 
which proves (9.7). Since DPF E&(&J if ( p 1 < m, the first part of Theorem 
9.1 shows that Dp(JJ) = J,(DPF) belongs to L&R,) and that 
II DpF - DpW) II = II DpF - JPpF’F) II -+ 0 
as E -+ 0. Hence we have JR E H,(R,) and jJ F - J,F Ijrn -+ 0 as c -+ 0. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 9.1. 
Theorem 9.1 says that every functional F E H,(R,) can be approximated 
by a sequence of C*-functions with respect to the m-norm defined in (4.3). 
Theorem 9.1 can be used to derive the following theorem on approximation 
in the space H&2): 
THEOREM 9.2. Assume that F E H,(Q) and $ E Co’(O). Then y5F E fi,,,(sZ). 
PROOF. Note that ‘p$ E C0m(s2) f or every v E C,,O(R,). Hence the formula 
Gv=F(v’#) for F e GVn) (9.16) 
defines a linear functional G on C,,O(R,). We show that G E H,(h). It 
follows by induction that for every multi-index p 
(DpG) p = c $(D’F) (cpD’#) 
IQl+l~l=lPl 
(9.17) 
with suitable non-negative integers cp.,. (p) depending on the multi-indices p, q, r. 
In fact, (9.16) is a representation of the form (9.17) for p = (O,..., 0). Assume 
that (9.17) holds for a given p. Then the formulas 
and 
yield a similar representation for (a/ax,) DPG. This concludes the proof of 
(9.17). If 1 p ( < m, then (9.17) implies that 
I(D’G)vl G c ck” Max I DV44 I * II F llm . II v II 
IQI+I’I+l 
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for every q~ E C,,*(&). Thus we obtain D”G E L2(R,) if / p 1 < m and hence 
G E H,(R,). By Theorem 9.1 we have JEG E C”O(R,) n H,(Rn) and 
II G - JG Ilm + 0 as E --+ 0. (9.18) 
We show that JEG E C,,a(Q) if c < 6 = dist(supp +, a&?). In fact, since 
j,(x) = 0 if / x 1 3 z, we have 
(ISI (4 = W& -A = QWid~ - ~1) = 0 (9.19) 
if E < dist(x, supp I/). Hence E < 6 implies that (J,G) (x) = 0 for every x E J2 
with dist(x, &Q) < 6 - E. Thus we have proved: 
LEMMA 9.1. Assume that F E H,(Q) and I/ E C,,a(.Q). Let G be &jned by 
(9.16). Then G E H,(R,,) and JFG E Cam(Q) if c < 6 = dist(supp 9, 8.Q). 
Furthermore, 1) G - JEG llm. -+ 0 in H,(R,) as E -+ 0. 
Note that $F is the restriction of G to COm(sZ). Hence Lemma 2.3 implies 
that 11 #F - JEG ]jnt --f 0 as E -+ 0. Since J,G E C,w(Q) if E < 6, we con- 
clude that $F E &,@). This completes the proof of Theorem 9.2. 
We conclude this section with the following generalization of Theorem 9.2: 
THEOREM 9.3. Assume that FE H,(Q) and that #E C,,w(Q). Then 
T&F) E &#2) if 1 h 1 < 6 = dist(supp #, Z?). 
PROOF. Let G be defined by (9.16). Then G coincides with the norm- 
invariant extension (#F)* of #F to L,(Rm). In fact, choose a sequence { fk} 
in C,“D(Q) such that I( F - fe /I -+ 0 as K -+ co. Then, by (5.3), 11 #F - #fk I( + 0 
and hence, by (2.24), 
for every p E C,,a(R,J. Since ($F)* = G, (8.2-3) implies that 
M,Wl v = V)* V-d = W-d = G”d? P 
for 9 E Cam(Q). Hence q,(#F) is the restriction of T,G to Csa(Q). By Lemma 
9.1 we have G E H,(R,) and hence, by Lemma 8.2(a), T,G E H,(R,). Thus 
Theorem 9.1 yields 
II T,G - JPd9 Ilm + 0 as E + 0. (9.21) 
On the other hand, (9.19) shows that 
LL(T,GII (4 = (Td%L(~ - Y> = %I$ + h -Y) = 0 
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if E < dist(x + h, supp $). This condition is satisfied if / h I < 6, 
E < 6 - j h 1 , and dist(x, R, - Q) < S - j h ( - E. Thus JE(ThG) E: C,,m(Q) 
if j h j < 6 and E < 6 - ( h 1 . Since Q(I,&‘) is the restriction of T,G, we 
conclude from (9.21) and Lemma 4.3 that I/ Q(I,@) - J,(T,G) Ilnz -+ 0 as 
E -+ 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 9.3. 
Finally we remark that it is easy to show that a functional F, EL,(Q) can 
be represented in the form F,, = #F with # E C,,“O(Q) and F E&(Q) if and 
only if F has compact support in the sense of distribution theory (compare, for 
example, [2], Definition 1.3.2). Hence Theorems 9.2 and 9.3 can be formul- 
ated as statements on functionals F E H,(Q) with compact support. 
10. APPROXIMATION BY Cm-FUNCTIONS 
In the last section we have shown that a functional F E H&2) can be 
approximated in the norm (4.3) by a sequence (fk} in C,“o(sZ) under the 
additional assumption that the support of F is compact. In this section we 
discuss approximations of arbitrary functionals F E H,(Q) by sequences in 
Cm(Q). N. G. Meyers and J. Serrin [4] have proved the following result for an 
arbitrary open set Q C R,: 
THEOREM 10.1. Assume that F E H,(Q). Then there exists a sequence ( fk} 
of functions fk E Cm(Q) n H,(Q) such that 
IIF -f~Ilm-tO as h-t co. (10.1) 
In the first part of this section we reformulate the original proof in a way 
which avoids Lebesgue integration and is entirely based on the concepts of 
this paper. In the second part we discuss the question under which conditions 
the sequence { fk} in Theorem 10.1 can be chosen such that each fe can be 
extended to C,,O(R,). We shall prove a result (Theorem 10.2) which is related 
to [I], Theorem 2.1 and yields a sufficient condition. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 10.1. Consider the open sets 
Qj= fs:x~R,\zl <j,dist(s,R,-Q)>;/ (10.2) 
and set 
4 = Q, t Aj = Sz,,, - i23, if j 22. 
We show that a sequence {I,$} exists such that I&. E Com(Aj) and 
(10.3) 
in Q (10.4) 
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Note that 6, = dist(Q , a@+,) > 0 since Qj is a compact subset of Q,+l . 
Set 
KI = x E d, = Qs : dist(x, Z&J > $--I , 
I 
Kj = 
I 
x E (lj : dist(x, aQi+r) > % and dist(x, aJ2+J > %/ if j > 2. 
It is easy to verify that Q = u Kj . Since Kj is a compact subset of the open 
set dj , there exists a function tj E Csa(Aj) such that 0 < <j < 1 and (j(x) = 1 
if x E Kj (apply, for example, [2], Theorem 1.2.2). By (10.2-3), every x E Q 
lies in at most two sets A$ and hence has an open neighborhood U(x) such 
that at most two terms of the series 
r=fs, 
j-1 
(10.5) 
are different from zero in U(x). This shows that 6 E P(Q). Since & > 0 
and &(x) = 1 if x E Kj , f has no zeros in 8. Hence the functions & = &/[ 
have the required properties. 
Assume that F E I&(Q) and set 
G,v = J’bh) for P E vlQ. (10.6) 
Since I/J, E CO”‘(Ar), Lemma 9.1 implies that for any given (c > 0 a function 
xj E Com(A,) exists such that 
in I&(&). Set 
11 Gj - ~9 J/m < l * 2-j (10.7) 
0= i x5* (10.8) 
5-l 
We conclude as above that w E P(Q). Consider a fixed cp E Csm@) and choose 
a k > 0 such that supp p C J& . (10.3) implies that supp & C d, C R,, - f2& 
if j >, k + 1. Hence #,D’v vanishes if j >, k + 1. Thus we obtain, by (10.4) 
and (10.6), 
= (- 1)1”1 i G,(D+) = i (DeG,) p. 
5-l +‘l 
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Since supp x3 C A3 , we have vD”xj = 0 for j > k + 1 and hence, by (lOA), 
c~D”v = v i D*xj. 
j=l 
Thus we conclude that for ( p 1 < m 
1 (DV) q - I qDpV dx 1 = / 5 [ (DPGj) V - / ~JD”% do] 1 
j-1 
Since this estimate holds for every ‘p E C,“D(Q), we obtain 
and hence 
11 DpF - D’v /) < E for IPI Gm (10.9) 
IIF - v llm < c(m) E (10.10) 
where c(m) depends only on m. In particular, we have v E P(Q) n H,(Q). 
The estimate (10.10) shows that we can find a sequence { fk} with the required 
properties. This concludes the proof of Theorem 10.1. 
Note that the representation (10.8) d oes not imply that the approximating 
function v has a bounded or even continuous extension to jl since the number 
of terms xj having non-zero values in a given neighborhood of a boundary 
point may not be finite. Thus the above argument does not indicate that the 
approximation in Theorem 10.1 can be achieved by functions fk E Com(R,J. 
It seems that approximations with this additional property have only been 
established under certain restrictions for J2. We shall use the following 
property: 
DEFINITION 10.1. An open set 52 C R, has the segment property if for 
every x0 E X2 an (open) neighborhood 0(x0) of x0 and a vector y(x,,) E R, 
exist such that x + ty(x,,) ED if 0 < t < 1 and x E 0 n 0(x,,). 
We prove: 
THEOREM 10.2. Assume that J2 has the segment property and that 
F E H&2’) for every bounded open subset 52’ of D (in the sense stated at the end of 
Section 4). Then there exists for every bounded open subset Q0 of Q a sequence 
( fk} in C,,w(R,) such that I] F - fk ]Jm -+ 0 in H,(Q,). 
Note that, by Lemma 4.3, the second assumption of Theorem 10.2 is 
satisfied if F E H,(Q). Theorem 10.2 is a variant of [l], Theorem 2.1. Our 
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proof follows the argument in [l] with some modifications required by our 
interpretation of the elements of L,(Q) as linear functionals. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 10.2. Since %Q n a.Q,, is compact, we can choose a 
finite number of points x, ,..., x, E Z? such that 
amaf20c~oi (10.11) 
i-l 
where Oi = 0(x,) is the open set associated to xi by the segment property. Set 
K=Don(Rn-;o*). 
i=l 
(10.12) 
Since K is compact and K CQ, we have dist(K, k%?) > 0. Hence there exists 
an open set 0, such that K C 0, C C .Q2 By (10.12), we have 
Da C 0, u a** u 0, . Now choose open sets 0,’ ,... 0,’ such that 0; C C 0, 
and&$CO,‘u **a u 0,’ and functions &, ,..., & and that [i E CO*(Oi’) and 
(10.13) 
(for example, by applying [l], Theorem 1.9). Set Fi = riF. Since 
F=F,+ em+  FN in QO, it is sufficient to show that each functional F, 
can be approximated in &?a by a sequence (fk} in the sense of Theorem 10.2. 
First we consider F, . Since Q,, U 0, is a bounded open subset of 9, we 
have F E H&J,, u O,), by the second assumption of Theorem 10.2. Note that 
&, E C,~(sZ, u 0,) since 0,’ C Q, u 0,. Hence Theorem 9.2 yields 
F. = &,F E &&?a u 0,). Thus, we can choose a sequence {fko} in 
Com(Qo u 0,) C C0a(RJ such that 11 F, - fko ((m,ao),vO, + 0 as K -+ co. By 
Lemma 4.3 we have l/F,, -fko(Im,Qo < lJFo - fko (~m,o,uo, and hence 
I] F, - fks Ilrn + 0 as k --+ co in Sz, . This establishes the required approxima- 
tion for F. . 
Next we discuss Fl = tlF. Set QI = In, u (Q n 0,‘). By the second 
assumption of Theorem 10.2, F belongs to H,(QI). Choose a sequence {fk} 
in Co~(.QI) such that 1) F - fk JjL2~o~) + 0 as k -+ co. Theorem 5.1 implies 
that Fl = &FE H&Q and that 11 Fl - fl fk /IL, q + 0 as K + co. Hence, 
by (2.24) the norminvariant extension F,* of Fl to L,(R,) is given by 
a See Section 0 for the notation C C. 
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We show that F,* E Hm(Ra - r) where r = 0,’ n 82. Consider a fixed 
v E Com(R, - r). Note that dist(supp ‘p n supp E1 , XJ) > 0. Hence 
Kr = supp q~ n supp ti n 0 is a compact subset of Q n 0,‘. Choose a 
4 E Csm(Q n 0,‘) such that 5 = 1 in Ki . Since supp(~ * t1 *fk) C Kr , we 
have tlfk D%p = Elfk D*(&p). Thus, (10.14) implies that for ]p ) < m 
= (DpF,) 6~) 
and hence, since supp 53, E Q n 0,’ C Qn, and Fl E H&2,,), 
I PF,*) ‘p I < II DpF, II * II v II * Sup I 5(x) I . 
Since this estimate holds for every p E Com(R, - r) and 1 p 1 < m, we con- 
clude that F,* E H,(R, - r). 
Now we consider the set 
r, = r - hy, with r=O,'naQ (10.15) 
where yi = y(q) is the vector associated to x1 E aQ by the segment property. 
We show that 
dist(r, , Q) > 0 if 0 < h < h, = Min(I, 6 / yi 1-r) (10.16) 
where 8 = dist(O,‘, a0,). In fact, if .z E r, then 
dist(z, 0,‘) < dist(z, r) < h ( y1 1 < 6 
and hence z E 0, . This shows that r, C 0, . Thus z E r, n a implies 
z E: 0, n Q and hence, by the segment property, z + hy, E Sz. On the other 
hand, since z E r, , we have z + hy, E FC X?. This contradiction shows 
that r,, n 8 = 0. Hence r, is a compact subset of R, - a if 0 < h < h, . 
This verifies (10.16). 
Next we show that T,,1F,* E H,(R, - r,). Lemma 8.2(a) yields 
PpKw14*)1 P = P’k#W*)I YJ = PDF,*) K-hvp). (10.17) 
Note that T++(p E Com(R, - r) if v E Com(Rn - r,) and that 
11 T+,,tp 11 = II IJI /I. Hence (10.17) implies that for ( p I < m and 
v E G=‘(Rn - r,) 
409/29/I-S 
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Thus we obtain Dp(TkylFl*) E L,(Rn - I’,) for ) p 1 < m and hence 
ThvlFl* E H,,,(R, - I’,). Smce 
(10.18) 
and52,CR,--r,ifO<h<h,,wehaverhy~F~EH~(IRo)forO<h<h,. 
We show that 
as h - 0. (10.19) 
In fact, assume that 1 p 1 < m. Since F,* E H,,,(R,, - r), there exists for any 
given E > 0 a $ E C,“O(R, - I’) such that 
II D”Fx* - # ~IL~(R,.-~-) < E. (10.20) 
By (10.18) we have for v E C,m(Q,) 
[Dp(q&)] v = (- 1P’ (T,,ylFl*) (D%) = (- 1P’ F,*K.rw,P’dl 
= (- 1)‘“’ Fl*[D~(T-hyp)] = (DpF,*) (T--hup) 
and hence for 0 < h < h, 
Here we have used that sup~(T-~,~cp) C R, - r since q~ E C’s*(&) and 
0 < h < h, . This shows that I( DP(T~~~F~.) - Thylt,b (IL,(n,) < E for 0 < h < h, 
and hence, by (10.20), (2.23), and the triangle inequality, 
for sufficiently small h. This verifies (10.19). 
By (10.19), we can choose for any given E > 0 an h with 0 < h < h,, such 
that 
(10.21) 
Since dist(r, , Q) > 0 by (10.16), there exists an 7 E CO~(R, - r,) such that 
r] = 1 in &, . Assume that ‘p E CO~(Q,). Then we have 11 * v = ‘p and hence, 
by (10.18), 
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Thus we obtain rnWiFl = q . ThyIFl* in L,(sz,). Since 7 E C,“‘(R, - r,) and 
Th,,IFl* E H,,,(R, - r,), Theorem 9.2 yields q * ThvIF,* E &(R, - r,). 
Hence there exists a P)~ E C,“O(R, - r,) such that 
/I Gw$* - ‘?‘)E hn.R,-i-h < $. 
Lemma 4.3 implies that 
II ?lYl~l - 9% lIm,n, = II +%,lF,* - QJ~ llm,n, < 3 
and hence, by (10.21), /IFi - vE llm < E in H,(Q,). The sequence fkl = vllk 
provides the required approximation for Fl = [$ in H,,,(QJ. The remaining 
components F, ,..., FN of F can be approximated by the same method. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 10.2. 
11. IMBEDDING THEOREMS 
In this section we shall prove several variants of Sobolev’s imbedding 
theorem (for the original formulation see [7] and [8]) by using the concepts 
developed in this paper. The first two theorems hold for arbitrary open sets 
QRR,: 
THEOREM 11 .l. Assume that F E &+@) where m > n/2 and j > 0. Then 
there exists a function u E O(o) such that 
THEOREM 11.2. Assume that F E Hm+j(sZ’) for every ~2' C C LJ3 where 
m > n/2 and j >, 0. Then there exists a function u E 0(Q) such that (11.1) holds. 
Lemma 4.3 shows that the assumption of Theorem 11.2 is satisfied if 
F E H,+$l). (11.1) says that F is generated by u. Hence Theorems 11.1 and 
11.2 imply that the linear spaces Bm+j(Q) and H,+j(Q) can be imbedded into 
C(a) and C(Q), respectively, if u and F = F, are identified in the usual 
way. In order to ensure that H,+&S) can be imbedded into C,(D), it seems 
to be necessary to impose some restrictions on Q. Our third theorem contains 
a result in this direction. The following notation will be convenient: Assume 
that y E R,, and that 0 < y < 1. Then we set 
a See section 0. 
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C(Y, Y) and F(Y, Y) are the intersections of the open cone 
{~:0<I~I<~,~~y<Yl~I~lYl~ 
with the open ball 1 z 1 < j y 1 and the unit sphere 1 x 1 = 1, respectively. 
DEFINITION 11.1. An open set Q _C R, has the restricted cone property if 
for every x,, E a&J there exist an (open) neighborhood 0(x,,) of x,, , a vector 
y(xJ E R, with y(xs) f 0, and a number y&J with 0 < y(x,,) < 1 such that 
x + z E D if x E a n 0(x,) and x E C(y(xJ, &v,)) where C(y, r) is defined 
by (11.2). 
After these preparations we formulate the last theorem of this section: 
THEOREM 11.3. Assume that Q satisfies the restricted cone property and that 
F E H,+&S’) for every bounded open subset P of 52 where m > n/2 and j > 0. 
Then there exists a function u E O(8) such that (11.1) holds. 
Note that, by Lemma 4.3, the second assumption of Theorem 11.3 is 
satisfied if F E H,+#S). In contrast to most versions of Sobolev’s imbedding 
theorem which are available in the literature, Theorem 11.3 contains also 
results for unbounded domains 9. If 0 is bounded then the restricted cone 
property is equivalent to the ordinary cone property (compare [l], Definition 
2.1). We shall first prove Theorem 11.3 and then obtain Theorems 11.1 and 
11.2 as corollaries of Theorem 11.3. The proof of Theorem 11.3 is based on 
the following elementary estimate: 
LEMMA 11 .l. Let m, n be positive integers with m > n/2 and R, y be real 
numbers with R > 0 and 0 < y < 1. Then there exists a real number c > 0, 
depending only on m, n, y, and R, such that 
for every y E CO*(R,J and f or all vectors x0 , y E R, with 1 y ( = R. 
PROOF. Choose a 5 E COW(R,J such that t(x) = 1 if ) x 1 < R/2 and 
c(x) = 0 if I x 1 > R. Then we obtain for x,, E Rn , v E C,“O(R,), and 1 z I = 1 
and hence, by integrating by parts, 
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Now consider a y E R, with 1 y ) = R and integrate (11.5) over the set 
r(y, y) defined by (11.3) with respect to z. By substituting w = pz, we get 
FJ’(%) II T(Y, Y) II 
(- l)” 
= (m - I)! 0 
j” pm-1 [j,.,,, v) (-g-)” MP4 d% + P41 G] 4 
, 
= (m - I)! () (- l)” ypm-n [j,,,.,,, v) (&)” K(w) d% + 41 au] 4 
where (1 r(y, y) (( is the area of the hypersurface I’(y, y) and a/&, denotes 
the radial derivative with respect to w. Note that 
1 1 R 
[.I u 1 1 
l/2 
c1 = (m - l>! II JTY, Y) II 
,o~(~-“’ dS, dp 
rJ waldv,v) 
= (m : l)! 1) ,Lj, r) Jj 
R 
[J‘ (1 0 zfr(y,v) p2m--n-1 dsz dp 1 I
l/2 
= 
[.I 
R 112 
0 p2*-n-1 dp 1 (11.6) 
is finite since m > n/2 and that 11 F(y, r) (I, and hence c1 , does not depend 
on y. Schwarz’s inequality implies that 
By applying elementary differentiation rules, it follows that there exists a 
number c2 > 0, depending only on m, n, and 5 (and hence only on m, n, 
and R), such that 
j (&)“’ K(w) d% + 41 j < c2 [ c j *%(% + w) 12]lP (11.7) 
IPI<m 
for every cp E Coa(R,) and for all x,, , w E R, . Set c = clcz . Then we obtain, 
by (11.2-3), 
(11.8) 
This completes the proof of Lemma 11.1. 
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As the next step in the proof of Theorem 11.3 we show: 
LEMMA 11.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 11.3, there exists for 
every bounded open subset Sz, of Q a function u E Cj(L&,) such that 
(11.9) 
PROOF. Since aJ2 n 8sZ, is compact, we can choose a finite number of 
points X, ,..., x, E a52 such that 
amm2&~ (11.10) 
i-1 
where Oi = O(xi) is the open set associated to xi by the restricted cone 
property. Since 
is compact and contained in 51, we have dist(K, 852) > 0. Set 
R = Mini1 y(x,) 1 ,..., I ~(-4 I , dist(K W, 
Y = MiMxl),..., ~(41 
(11.12) 
(11.13) 
where y(Xi) and y(xJ are associated to xi by the restricted cone property. 
By Lemma 11.1, there exists a real number c > 0 such that (11.4) holds for 
every q~ E COm(R,) and for all x,, , y E R,, with 1 y ( = R. Set 
We show that 
51’ = {x E Q : dist(x, Q,,) < 2R). (11.14) 
I dxo> I G c II v lImJ2 (11.15) 
for every 9 E COW(R,J and every x,, gGO . Here we identify as usual q~ with 
the functional F, on CaW(Q’) g enerated by Q. Lemma 4.3 implies that 
F, E H&2’). Consider a point x,, E fi,, . By (11.11) x0 lies either in K or 
in one of the sets a n Oi (i = l,..., IV). Hence (11.12-13) and the restricted 
cone property imply that there exists a y E R,, with 1 y I = R such that 
x,, + C(y, y) C Q where C(y, r) is defined by (11.2). Since the diameter of 
C(Y, Y) is less than 2R, we have even X, + C(y, y) C 9’. Set 
Q” = x0 + C(y, r). Since every u E C(D”) can be approximated by a sequence 
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{+} in C,,m(Q”) in the sense of (2.16), the argument used in the proof of 
Lemma 2.5 shows that 
II D*rp IILJR~) = [I,. I D*p, I2 d~]l’~. (11.16) 
Hence (11.4) implies that 1 4~~) 1 < c 11 v //m,Rn . On the other hand, we have 
II v II m,R” < /) g, Ilrn,o, since fl C Q’. This verifies (11.15). 
Note that the restricted cone property implies the segment property 
introduced in Definition 10.1. Hence, by applying Theorem 10.2 to the 
bounded open subset 8’ of 52, we can choose a sequence ( fk} in Com(Rn) such 
that II F - fk lIrn+~,~, -+ 0 as k-+ 0~). By (11.15) we have 
I Dpfd4 - Pfd4 I d c IIf* -fi Ilm+w (11.17) 
for ) p / < j and for every x E Da . (11.17) shows that the sequences (Dyk} 
converge uniformly in o0 if I p I < j. Hence { fk} converges to a function 
u E Cj(Q,J. Furthermore, since the convergence is uniform, we have 
(11.18) 
for every ‘p E C,,m(Q,). Th is concludes the proof of Lemma 11.2. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 11.3. Set 
n,=(XEQ:IxI <k}, Q,= 0. (11.19) 
Lemma 11.2 implies that there exists for k = 1,2,... a function uK E C~(~,J 
such that 
Frp = u,p, dx 
I 
for v E Corn(Qn,>. (11.20) 
If 1< k, then 
s 
ukg, dx = 
I w dx 
for 9 E CO”O(Ql) (11.21) 
and hence, by Lemma 2.4, z+(x) = ur(x) for x E Qn, . This shows that the 
function u defined by 
44 = UkW for x Ef2, -Q,-, (k = 1,2 ,...) (11.22) 
belongs to Cj(o). Now consider a p E C,,a(Q) and choose k such that 
supp ‘p C SZk . Since U(X) = u&v) for x E Sz, , (11.20) implies that 
Fcp = ukpdx = 
I f 
urpdx. (11.23) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 11.3. 
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Now we deduce Theorems 11.1 and 11.2 from Theorem 11.3: 
PROOF OF THEOREM 11.1. Assume that F E &m+j(sZ) and consider the 
norm-invariant extension F* of F to L,(R,) defined by (2.24). By Lemma 4.2 
we have F* E &,(R,J. Since R, clearly satisfies the restricted cone property, 
Theorem 11.3 implies that F* is generated by a function u E Ci(R,). In 
particular, we have u E Ci(@ and 
F =F* P 9) = s 
u dx v for every 9J E COW(Q). (11.24) 
PROOF OF THEOREM 11.2. Set 
Q, = 1% ED : 1 x 1 < K, dist(x, EQ) > f/ , s2,= 0. (11.25) 
Since .R, C C Q, we can choose a function & E Caw(sZ) such that & = 1 in 
0, . Assume that F E &+#2). Then Theorem 9.2 implies that &F E fim+&Q). 
Hence, by Theorem 11.1, &F is generated by a function uk E C@). In 
particular, if 9 E COOo(Qk), we have & * q~ = QI and hence 
Fy = F&v) = (l&F) q~ = 1 U~~I dx for (11.26) 
The argument following (11.20) shows that U&X) = Us if I < K and x E Qr , 
Thus, the function u defined by 
u(x) = %4(x) for XEQ, - L$, (k = 1, 2,...) (11.27) 
belongs to 0(Q). Furthermore, for every Q E C,,m(Q) we can choose k such 
that supp q~ C Q, . Hence (11.26) and the relation U(X) = uk(x) for x E Q, 
imply (11.1). 
12. CHANGE OF VARIABLES 
Consider two open subsets G and Q’ of R, and a mapping from J2 into 9’ 
given by 
X-Y =f(x) = ui(x>F.Lux)) for XEQ. (12.1) 
In the following we shall always assume that the mapping f is one-to-one 
and that f maps 9 onto 52’. We denote the inverse mapping off by f - and 
the components of the vector function f - by fi-: 
Y-x =f-w = (fl-(Y)1~~di-(Y)) for y ELI’. (12.2) 
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We say that f belongs to the class Cbk(Q, Q’) if f is a one-to-one mapping 
from Q onto s1’ and if fj E C,k(i2) and fj- E C,lc(Q’) where fj and fj- are 
defined by (12.1-2). 
Assume that f E C,1(s2,52’) and that u E C&Q). Then the function v = S,U 
defined by 
O(Y) = c%) (Y) = 4f 39) for YEi-2’ (12.3) 
belongs to C&2’). S, is a one-to-one linear mapping from C&2) onto C&Q’) 
and the inverse S-r of S, is given by 
44 = 6?4 (4 = v(f (4) for XEL?. (12.4) 
The operator S, describes the transition from the variables x = (xi ,..., x,) 
to the new variables y = (yr ,...,m). 
In the following we extend S, to a linear operator S from L,(Q) onto 
L&J’). We start with the remark that S, , as an operator from C,,(sZ) onto 
C&2’), is bounded in the &-norm. In fact, we have for u E C,(Q) 
II 8,~ l/~,(sa~) = j ISou I2 dr = j I 4f -Cd) I2 4 = j I 44 I2 44 dx 
where 
Since f E C,i(Q, a’), we have d E C&2) and hence 
II Sou IIL,w G II LJ II:” [j I u I2 dx]1’2 = II d II:” - II ZJ ll~,m (12.6) 
where (Id Ilrn is defined by (5.4). (12.6) shows that S, is bounded. 
Since C,(Q) is dense in L.,(Q), S, can be uniquely extended to a bounded 
linear operator S from L,(Q) into L,(Q). In fact, assume that U eL2(Q) 
and consider a sequence {uk) in C,,a(s)) such that (( U - uk (I--+ 0 as k -+ co. 
Then (12.6) implies that the sequence {S,,u,} converges in L,(Q’). Hence SU 
has to be defined by the limit relation 11 SU - S,u, I/ -+ 0 as K -+ CO. Clearly, 
SU does not depend on the special choice of the sequence (Us) and the map- 
ping U -+ SU is linear. By (12.6) we have 
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Hence 5’ is bounded and satisfies the estimate 
If u E C&2) and { u K} is a sequence in Corn(Q) with 11 u - uk II-+ 0 as k 4 co, 
then 1) Su - S,,u, )I --t 0, by the definition of S, and 1) 5’s~ - S,,u, II-+ 0, 
by (12.6), and hence Su = S,,u. Thus S is an extension of 5’s . 
In a similar way the inverse R, = S;’ of S,, can be uniquely extended to a 
bounded operator R from L,(Q) into L,(B). Note that R&u, = R&p, = uk 
for uk E C0W(J2) since SOuk E C&2’) and R. = S;‘. Hence the limit relation 
I( U - uk I( --+ 0 implies 11 SU - S,,uk 1) --f 0 and 
)I RSU - R&u, I( = )I RSU - uk I( + 0. 
Thus we obtain RSU = U for every U E L.&Q) and in a similar way 
SRV = V for every V EL&Z). These relations show that the bounded 
extension R of the inverse operator R, = S;’ is the inverse of the bounded 
extension S of S, . In particular, S is a one-to-one mapping fromL,(Q) onto 
WV. 
Now we prove the relation 
(W V)L&?‘) = (A * u, s-%&?) (12.8) 
for U E L,(Q) and V E L,(Q). First we verify (12.8) for u, PI E C&Q). Lemma 
2.5 implies that 
= I u(x) w(f(x)) A(x) dx = (u . A, S&,(a) 
= (u - A, S-%&(n) . 
Now choose sequences {uk} in C,@(Q) and {Q} in C,,m(Q’) such that 
It u - uk II&‘) + o and II v - Wk llL&!‘) -0 
as k -+ CD. Since S and S-r are bounded, it follows from Schwarz’s inequality 
and (5.3) that 
(su, V)L,(Q’) = $$$suk , ~kh&?f) 
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By setting V = $ in (12.8) and applying Lemma 2.3, we obtain 
In a similar way we get for every V EL&?‘), by interchanging the roles of Sz 
and Sz’, 
for F E Corn(Q) (12.10) 
where 
A-(Y) = j det (&fc(r)) j - 
z 
(12.11) 
We collect our results in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 12.1. Assume that f E C,1(sZ, Q’). Then the mapping S, defined 
by (12.3) can be uniquely extended to a one-to-one, bounded, linear mapping 
from L,(S) onto L,(Q). S and the inverse map&g S-l megiven by (12.9) and 
(12.10). Furthermore S and S-l are related by (12.8). 
Our next result is the following version of the chain rule for differentiation: 
LEMMA 12.1. Assume that f E C,l(Q, Q’) and that U E H,(S). Then 
SW E H,(U) and 
(12.12) 
PROOF. By Theorem 10.1, there exists a sequence (uj} in Cm(Q) n H,(Q) 
suchthatIIU-~u,l],-+Oasj-+oo.Since(ISU-S0uj(I-+Oand 
we obtain for every # E C,,~(52), by applying Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.5, and 
Lemma 5.3, 
[& (SU)] + = - (SW 6 4J = - (SUY 2 “), (*,) 
a 
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This verifies (12.12). Lemma 5.1 and (12.12) imply that (a/$JSU EL&?‘) 
and hence SU E iY,(.Q’). This completes the proof of Lemma 12.1. Next we 
prove: 
THEOREM 12.2. Assume that f E Cb”$Q, Q’) and that U E Hm(Q). Then 
SU E H,(Q). Furthermore, there exists a ym > 0 such that 
II xl Ilm.d < Yna II u IlmJ? fm e=fY u E H&2). (12.13) 
COROLLARY. If, in addition, U E r4‘,(Q) then SU E &#2’). 
PROOF. We prove Theorem 12.2 by induction. The case m = 1 is con- 
tained in Lemma 12.1. The estimate (12.13) when m = 1 follows from (12.12), 
(5.3), and the boundedness of S. Now assume that Theorem 12.2 is valid for 
m <j and that f E Cl+l(Q, 9’) and U E Hj+,(Q). Then (12.12) yields for 
every differential operator Of’ of order 1 p 1 = j 
+ Dp(SU) = D” (Y& SU) = i Dv [$$ S (& U)] . (12.14) 
d k=l 
Since (a/&c,) U E H&2), we have, by the induction hypothesis, 
S((ipx,) U) E H&2’). Furthermore, f E Ci+‘(Q, 9’) implies that 
(a/@,) fn- E C$i(Q’). Hence (12.14) and Theorem 5.1 show that 
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(a/@,) P(SU) EL&Y) if 1 p ( = j. This proves that SU E Hj+r(Q’). (12.14), 
(5.15), (5.3), and the estimates (12.13) f or m < j imply that (12.13) holds also 
for m = j + 1. Thus, Theorem 12.2 is valid also for m = j + 1, and hence 
for every m. 
In order to prove the Corollary, choose a sequence {uk) in C,,a(Q) such that 
11 u - *k hn.0 -+ 0 as k-+ co. (12.13) implies that (1 SU - Su, Ilm,R, -+O 
as k --+ co. Since Su, = S,u, E Cam(Q) C Z?,,@‘), by Lemma 4.1, and since 
&@2’) is complete, we conclude that SU E &(Q’). 
We conclude this section with the proof of two relations which are often 
useful: 
LEMMA 12.2. Assume that f E C,l(Q, Q’) and F, G EL&~). Then 
(F, G) = (A- . SF, SG) = (SF, d- + SG) (12.15) 
where d- is defined by (12.11). 
PROOF. By interchanging the roles of 52 and Q’, (12.8) implies that 
(S-l V V),,(Q, = (A-U, SV’),,w (12.16) 
for U EL,(P) and I/ E L,(Q). The first relation in (12.15) follows from (12.16) 
by setting U = SF, V = G. The second relation is a consequence of Lem- 
ma 5.3. 
LEMMA 12.3. Assume that f E C,1(!2, Q’), u E C’,(Q), and F EL,(Q). Then 
S(uF) = S,,u . SF (12.17) 
where S,,u is defined by (12.3). 
PROOF. Choose a sequence { fk} in Cam(Q) such that I/F - fk [I -+ 0 as 
k + co. Note that s(tdf,) = s,(Ufk) = A!@ . &fk = &,U * sfk . By 
(5.3), we have jl uF - ufk 1) -+ 0 and hence, since S is bounded, 
j/ S(uF) - S,u * sf,C I[ = 11 S(uF) - S(ufJ I/ --f 0 inL,(Q’). On the other hand, 
(5.3) and the boundedness of S imply that 11 S,u * SF - S,u . Sfk (I-+ 0. 
By combining the last two limit relations, we obtain (12.17). 
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